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Abstract. To provide a theoretical framework towards a bet-
ter understanding of ozone depletion events (ODEs) and at-
mospheric mercury depletion events (AMDEs) in the polar
boundary layer, we have developed a one-dimensional model
that simulates multiphase chemistry and transport of trace
constituents from porous snowpack and through the atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ABL) as a unified system. This paper
constitutes Part 1 of the study, describing a general configura-
tion of the model and the results of simulations related to re-
active bromine release from the snowpack and ODEs during
the Arctic spring. A common set of aqueous-phase reactions
describes chemistry both within the liquid-like layer (LLL)
on the grain surface of the snowpack and within deliquesced
“haze” aerosols mainly composed of sulfate in the atmo-
sphere. Gas-phase reactions are also represented by the same
mechanism in the atmosphere and in the snowpack intersti-
tial air (SIA). Consequently, the model attains the capacity of
simulating interactions between chemistry and mass transfer
that become particularly intricate near the interface between
the atmosphere and the snowpack. In the SIA, reactive up-
take on LLL-coated snow grains and vertical mass transfer
act simultaneously on gaseous HOBr, a fraction of which en-
ters from the atmosphere while another fraction is formed
via gas-phase chemistry in the SIA itself. A “bromine ex-
plosion”, by which HOBr formed in the ambient air is de-
posited and then converted heterogeneously to Br2, is found
to be a dominant process of reactive bromine formation in the

top 1 mm layer of the snowpack. Deeper in the snowpack,
HOBr formed within the SIA leads to an in-snow bromine
explosion, but a significant fraction of Br2 is also produced
via aqueous radical chemistry in the LLL on the surface of
the snow grains. These top- and deeper-layer productions
of Br2 both contribute to the release of Br2 to the atmo-
sphere, but the deeper-layer production is found to be more
important for the net outflux of reactive bromine. Although
ozone is removed via bromine chemistry, it is also among the
key species that control both the conventional and in-snow
bromine explosions. On the other hand, aqueous-phase rad-
ical chemistry initiated by photolytic OH formation in the
LLL is also a significant contributor to the in-snow source of
Br2 and can operate without ozone, whereas the delivery of
Br2 to the atmosphere becomes much smaller after ozone is
depleted. Catalytic ozone loss via bromine radical chemistry
occurs more rapidly in the SIA than in the ambient air, giv-
ing rise to apparent dry deposition velocities for ozone from
the air to the snow on the order of 10−3 cms−1 during day-
time. Overall, however, the depletion of ozone in the system
is caused predominantly by ozone loss in the ambient air. In-
creasing depth of the turbulent ABL under windy conditions
will delay the buildup of reactive bromine and the resultant
loss of ozone, while leading to the higher column amount of
BrO in the atmosphere. During the Arctic spring, if moder-
ately saline and acidic snowpack is as prevalent as assumed
in our model runs on sea ice, the shallow, stable ABL under
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calm weather conditions may undergo persistent ODEs with-
out substantial contributions from blowing/drifting snow and
wind-pumping mechanisms, whereas the column densities of
BrO in the ABL will likely remain too low in the course of
such events to be detected unambiguously by satellite nadir
measurements.

1 Introduction

Discoveries of rapid depletion events for ozone and mercury
from the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) in springtime
polar regions of both hemispheres (e.g.,Oltmans, 1981; Bot-
tenheim et al., 1986; Schroeder et al., 1998; Wessel et al.,
1998; Ebinghaus et al., 2002) have motivated many exper-
imental, observational, and modeling studies to decipher
key mechanisms behind this phenomenon (Simpson et al.,
2007; Steffen et al., 2008; Abbatt et al., 2012, and refer-
ences therein). Called ozone depletion events (ODEs) and
atmospheric mercury depletion events (AMDEs), they have
been observed to occur concurrently in most cases. It is now
widely accepted that chain reactions involving Br atoms and
BrO radicals (and IO and ClO radicals working synergisti-
cally with BrO under some circumstances) are responsible
for the photochemical loss of ozone and gaseous elemen-
tal mercury during such events (Barrie et al., 1988; Haus-
mann and Platt, 1994; Jobson et al., 1994; Sander et al., 1997;
Tuckermann et al., 1997; Frieß et al., 2001; Calvert and Lind-
berg, 2004; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2007, 2008; Pöhler et al., 2010;
Mahajan et al., 2010), in air masses that have had recent con-
tact with sea ice (Bottenheim et al., 1990, 2009; Hopper and
Hart, 1994; Hopper et al., 1998; Frieß et al., 2004; Morin
et al., 2005; Hirdman et al., 2009; Seabrook et al., 2011,
2013).

A major involvement of bromine radical chemistry in
ODEs was first confirmed by ground-based long-path DOAS
(differential optical absorption spectroscopy) measurements
to detect BrO as high as 17 pmol mol−1 at Alert, located at
the northern tip of Canada’s most northerly island (Haus-
mann and Platt, 1994). Several years later, space-borne mea-
surements applied the DOAS technique to spectra of sunlight
reflected and/or scattered back from the Earth and revealed
a widespread occurrence of high BrO column amounts over
polar ice covers in both hemispheres during the spring
(Chance, 1998; Richter et al., 1998; Wagner and Platt, 1998).
Such measurements have been considered as unequivocal ev-
idence to support the prevalence of high BrO levels in the
ABL sustained by active bromine release from sea ice. Some
aircraft measurements, however, indicated high BrO levels
in the free troposphere as well (McElroy et al., 1999; Choi
et al., 2012). Additionally, if one adopts the high end of un-
certainty range in BrO levels within the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region, most of the enhanced
total BrO columns can be accounted for by changing partial

BrO columns associated with atmospheric dynamics in the
UTLS (Salawitch et al., 2010). To deal with these problems,
a couple of recent studies employed stringent screening and
subtraction procedures to analyze satellite BrO column data,
providing more confidence in the frequent and widespread
(albeit somewhat less than initially implied) occurrence of
enhanced BrO columns in the springtime polar boundary
layer (Theys et al., 2011; Sihler et al., 2012).

Various forms of salinized ice materials exist prevalently
on sea ice and may react heterogeneously with atmospheric
oxidants either directly as surface-bound snow/ice packs
(McConnell et al., 1992; Michalowski et al., 2000; Simpson
et al., 2005; Piot and von Glasow, 2008) or as lofted snow
particles when windy (Rankin et al., 2002; Kaleschke et al.,
2004; Yang et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009; Frieß et al., 2011).
Furthermore, if certain conditions are met, gaseous reactive
halogens are released efficiently to the atmosphere. The ap-
propriate conditions for halogen release have not yet to be
established conclusively but appear to involve low temper-
ature, sunlight and the acidity of the substrate (e.g.,Fick-
ert et al., 1999; Adams et al., 2002; Huff and Abbatt, 2002;
Abbatt et al., 2010; Oldridge and Abbatt, 2011; Pratt et al.,
2013). Our knowledge is still insufficient to answer clearly
which of the speculated processes can indeed account for the
buildup of reactive halogens and the subsequent depletion of
ozone and mercury as observed under different meteorolog-
ical and sea-ice phenomenological conditions (e.g.,Toyota
et al., 2011; Buys et al., 2013).

One suggestion on the source of reactive bromine during
ODEs/AMDEs is that it is delivered mainly via a sequence of
multiphase reactions called “bromine explosion” (Platt and
Lehrer, 1996; Wennberg, 1999; Simpson et al., 2007):

HOBr+ Br−aq+ H+
aq → Br2 + H2O (R1)

Br2 + hν → 2Br (R2)

Br + O3 → BrO+ O2 (R3)

BrO+ HO2 → HOBr+ O2 (R4)

net: H+
aq+ Br−aq+ HO2 + O3 → Br + H2O+ 2O2.

Here, the net release of bromine from the condensed phase
(e.g., snow, aerosols) to the gas phase is facilitated autocat-
alytically while consuming O3 and HO2 in the gas phase and
protons in the condensed phase. Note also, the multiphase
Reaction (R1) is probably an abbreviation of multiple reac-
tion steps which proceed via the formation of aqueous-phase
intermediates BrClaq and Br2Cl−aq, as chloride (Cl−) is often
a few orders of magnitude more concentrated than bromide
(Br−) in polar snow on sea ice and over land near the coast
(Simpson et al., 2007, and references therein):

HOBr+ Cl−aq+ H+
aq → BrClaq+ H2O (R5)

BrClaq+ Br−aq � Br2Cl−aq (R6)

Br2Cl−aq � Br2aq+ Cl−aq. (R7)
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Earliest attempts to simulate the bromine explosion were
made by box models with an ad hoc assignment of the ven-
tilation rate between near-surface ambient air (where HOBr
is produced via ReactionR4) and saline snowpack (where
HOBr is consumed to produce Br2 via ReactionR1) (Tang
and McConnell, 1996; Michalowski et al., 2000). It was im-
plicitly assumed that the porous nature of snowpack allowed
for the efficient access of ambient air throughout the bulk of
the snowpack especially when ventilated by a wind-pumping
process (Cunningham and Waddington, 1993). From the
modeling viewpoint, this is equivalent, at least qualitatively,
to placing wind-blown snow (Jones et al., 2009) and its sub-
limated residues (Yang et al., 2008) in the ambient air, as
all the approaches will increase the effective surface area of
saline snow that can interact with oxidants in the ambient
air under windy conditions. On the other hand,Lehrer et al.
(2004) assumed that Reaction (R1) could be represented es-
sentially by the dry deposition of HOBr from the atmosphere
onto the top of the snowpack; in their one-dimensional (1-D)
model of chemistry and diffusion in the ABL, it took more
than 20 days from the initial buildup of reactive bromine
to the near-complete depletion of ozone. This timescale is
much longer than 2–5 days as simulated by aforementioned
box models in which bulk snowpack was assumed to interact
with ventilated air (Tang and McConnell, 1996; Michalowski
et al., 2000). Unfortunately, the remote and harsh polar en-
vironment constrains logistics for field observations so that,
whether based at coastal stations, ships, buoys or aircrafts,
they have been generally too sparse to track a full time
evolution of chemical species in a specific air mass over
snow/ice surfaces. Some observations, however, encountered
cases suggesting strongly that the buildup of reactive halo-
gens and subsequent ozone depletion progressed even within
a day or less (Boudries and Bottenheim, 2000; Jacobi et al.,
2006). On the other hand,Bottenheim and Chan(2006) indi-
cated several days as a typical timescale for the progress of
ODEs in air masses arriving at Alert.

In their 1-D model of gas/aerosol chemistry and turbulent
diffusion in the ABL, Piot and von Glasow(2008) repre-
sented the snowpack as a medium in which an empirically
chosen fraction of inorganic bromine compounds, after de-
posited from the atmosphere, was instantaneously converted
to photolabile Br2 and BrCl and released back to the atmo-
sphere. Although that model did not address actual processes
taking place within the snowpack, it also indicated a major
role of snowpack chemistry by predicting that the recycling
of bromine from the snowpack controlled the timescale and
magnitude of ozone depletion as initiated by wind-lofting
of frost flowers from refrozen leads. In addition to reac-
tive bromine itself, impurities in the snowpack, especially
when irradiated by sunlight, can give rise to significant emis-
sions of short-lived chemical species including nitrogen ox-
ides (NO, NO2 and HONO) and aldehydes that can interact
strongly with bromine chemistry in the gas phase (Grannas
et al., 2007, and references therein). This, along with the

abundance of ice surfaces available for heterogeneous reac-
tions, will make a chemical environment in the interstitial
air of the snowpack distinctly different from that in over-
lying ambient air. Some of these aspects were recently ad-
dressed byThomas et al.(2011) in their 1-D model of multi-
phase chemistry and transport supposedly occurring in both
the snowpack and the overlying near-surface air at Sum-
mit, Greenland. They simulated primary sources of gaseous
bromine and nitrogen oxides from condensed-phase photo-
chemistry and in-snow multiphase recycling such as Reac-
tions (R1)–(R4), under the assumption that snowpack impu-
rities are located mostly in a liquid-like layer (LLL) on the
surface of snow grains in contact with the interstitial air. This
model was found to simulate the ambient-air concentrations
of NO and BrO in excellent agreement with field measure-
ments, supporting the correctness of implemented chemical
and physical mechanisms at least conceptually.

In this work, we have developed a 1-D air–snowpack
photochemical model to explore the potential role of in-
snow multiphase chemical processes in the buildup of re-
active bromine and the depletion of ozone and mercury in
the springtime polar boundary layer. As we represent atmo-
spheric aerosols by a “haze” mainly composed of sulfate, our
present focus is placed on chemistry in the Arctic rather than
in the Antarctic. A general framework of our model, espe-
cially its representation of snowpack chemistry and physics
and their coupling with processes in the overlying air, is simi-
lar to the one developed byThomas et al.(2011) for the study
of snowpack chemistry atop the Greenland ice sheet. How-
ever, our model also includes a detailed mechanism of mul-
tiphase mercury chemistry and hypothesizes vertical mass
transfer through the LLL in the snowpack. We present the
results, obtained by using a common model set-up with the
same governing equations and chemical mechanisms, in two
papers. This paper (Part 1) starts from the description of com-
mon physical and chemical processes included in our model,
PHANTAS (a model of PHotochemistry ANd Transport be-
tween Air and Snowpack) (Sect.2). Model simulations are
then discussed with a focus on the mechanism for the release
of reactive bromine and how it builds up in the snowpack
and in the ABL under different conditions in meteorology
(dictated by surface wind speeds) and in acidity and bromide
content within snowpack (Sect.3). Model description and
simulations concerning the chemistry of mercury will be pre-
sented in Part 2 (Toyota et al., 2014). In developing PHAN-
TAS, great attention was given to a numerical configuration
of the model for unequivocally resolving different outcomes
of chemical processes in the snowpack and the overlying am-
bient air as well as a close connection between the two do-
mains near the top of the snowpack by means of gas diffu-
sion. This issue had not been addressed explicitly in most of
the past modeling studies.
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2 Model description

2.1 Overview

PHANTAS is a 1-D model that describes multiphase chem-
istry and vertical transport of gaseous and aqueous trace con-
stituents through a porous snowpack and in the overlying am-
bient air (Fig.1). Currently, the model is designed such that it
is best suited to simulate ODEs and AMDEs in the ABL dur-
ing the Arctic spring. It consists of 55 vertical layers, among
which 22 layers represent the porous snowpack of 35 cm in
depth as typically observed on Arctic sea ice in spring (War-
ren et al., 1999; Sturm et al., 2002), while the remaining 33
layers represent the turbulent ABL and extra layers in the
free troposphere. The model solves a set of partial differen-
tial equations describing the temporal and vertical evolution
of concentrations for chemical species of interest:
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whereCg (in moles per liter of air) andCa (in mole per liter
of liquid water volume) are the concentrations of chemical
species in the gas phase and in the aqueous phase, respec-
tively; Dϕ,z is vertical diffusivity; Pϕ and Lϕ are chemi-
cal production and loss terms, respectively, in the gas phase
(if ϕ = g) or in the aqueous phase (ifϕ = a); Sg is an ad
hoc source term for selected gaseous species (used here for
in-snow photochemical release of HCHO and CH3CHO); φ
is the porosity of the snowpack orφ ∼ 1 (but φ 6= 1 owing
to the volume of aerosols) in the ambient air;kt is a mass
transfer coefficient between gas and condensed phases (in
s−1); KH is Henry’s law coefficient (in molL−1atm−1); R

is gas constant (= 0.082 Latmmol−1K−1); T is temperature
(in Kelvin); andfq is a volume fraction of the LLL surround-
ing snow grains (see Sect.2.5) or fq = 1 for deliquesced
aerosols in the ambient air. The rate of mass transfer between
gas and aqueous phases (kt) is calculated based on the algo-
rithm bySchwartz(1986):

kt =

(
r2

3Dg, mol
+

4r

3vαm

)−1

, (3)

wherer is the radius of snow grains (in the snowpack) or
aerosols (in the atmosphere) for both of which monodisperse
spheres are assumed, andDg, mol, v, andαm are molecular
diffusivity, mean thermal velocity, and mass accommodation
coefficient, respectively, for a gas molecule of interest.

In the ambient air, gaseous and aerosol species are
dispersed vertically by turbulent diffusion (for both
gases/aerosols), molecular diffusion (for gases) or Brownian
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Fig. 1. Vertical domains and physical/chemical processes repre-
sented by PHANTAS.

diffusion (for aerosols) depending on height and meteoro-
logical conditions (Sect.2.7). Gas diffusion is assumed to
occur further down into the snowpack interstitial air (SIA),
within which the effect of wind pumping is superimposed to
the molecular diffusivity in a simplified fashion (Sect.2.4).
In the snowpack, all the condensed-phase reactants and prod-
ucts are assumed to be contained in the LLL on the surface of
snow grains (Sect.2.5). Also, the LLL is assumed to be con-
nected between the neighboring snow grains across the en-
tire depth of the snowpack, facilitating the vertical molecular
diffusion of snow-trapped, aqueous-phase trace constituents
although at much lower rates than gaseous molecular diffu-
sion in the SIA (Sect.2.6). Table1 summarizes parameteri-
zations adopted for calculating the vertical diffusion coeffi-
cients (Dg,z andDa, z) in Eqs. (1) and (2) in different model
domains.

The snowpack is assumed to be made up of uniformly
packed, monodisperse ice spheres with the bulk density of
0.31 gcm−3 as in the box model byMichalowski et al.
(2000). By taking the ice mass density as 0.92 gcm−3, the
porosity,φ, is calculated to be 0.663 and the total condensed
(liquid + solid) water content,(1− φ)/φ, is calculated to be
0.508cm3(liquid + solid)cm−3(air). To obtain the specific
surface area (SSA) consistent with measurements for Arctic
snowpack during the spring (Domine et al., 2002), the diam-
eter of snow grains is adjusted to 0.3 mm, which leads to the
SSA of 217 cm2g−1 of ice. Expressed in different units, the
ratio of surface area to air volume in the SIA is 101 cm2cm−3

of SIA volume or 67 cm2cm−3 of bulk snowpack volume.
Mass continuity equations in the atmosphere, which is as-

sumed to contain aerosols in the liquid state, are also handled
by Eqs. (1)–(3) with φ ∼ 1 andfq = 1. The liquid water con-
tent of aerosols is thus given by(1− φ)/φ. Vertical transfer
of aqueous-phase species from the atmosphere to the snow-
pack via dry deposition of aerosols is handled by including
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Table 1. Parameterizations used for the vertical diffusivity of gaseous and aqueous-phase (atmospheric aerosols and snowpack LLL) com-
position in different model domains.

Snowpack Atmosphere

z < ZABL z ≥ Za
ABL

Gas-phase species,Dg,z DSIA, Eq. (5) K(z), Eq. (10) Db
g, mol

Aqueous-phase species,Da, z DLLL , Eq. (9) K(z), Eq. (10) Dc
B

aZABL is the depth of the turbulent ABL calculated diagnostically by Eq. (12).
bDg, mol is the molecular diffusivity of gaseous molecules in air and calculated according toFuller et al.
(1966, 1969) for non-mercury species. SeeToyota et al.(2014) how it is calculated for mercury species.
cDB is the Brownian diffusivity of aerosols in air and calculated according toSeinfeld and Pandis(1998).

an additional term in Eq. (2) as described in Sect.2.8. On
the other hand, no additional term is introduced for the ex-
change of gas-phase species between the snowpack and the
atmosphere. Since compounds like O3 (actively lost via cat-
alytic reactions involving bromine radicals) and HOBr (taken
up quickly by saline snow grains) generally maintain lower
mixing ratios in the SIA than in the surface ambient air, “ap-
parent” dry deposition velocities for such gases are dictated
by physical and chemical processes included in the model.

2.2 Chemical mechanism

Except for reactions involving mercury, the chemical mech-
anism is adapted fromToyota et al.(2004), which was de-
signed for simulating the multiphase chemistry of the Ox −

HOx − NOx − VOCs(≤ C3)− sulfur− ClOx − BrOx system
involving sea-salt aerosols in the marine boundary layer. A
full list of reactions included in PHANTAS can be found in
the Supplement (Sect. S1). It should be noted that aerosols in
the present model are solely represented by “haze” aerosols
composed mainly of sulfate (see Sect.2.8); thus, lofting of
particles and aerosols from saline ice/snow surfaces (i.e.,
blowing/drifting snow) is not addressed here (cf.Yang et al.,
2008). New additions related to mercury chemistry are de-
scribed in Part 2 of this study (Toyota et al., 2014). Here we
highlight major changes fromToyota et al.(2004) in the non-
mercury part of the chemical mechanism.

First, Toyota et al.(2004) accounted for the photochem-
istry of up to C3 hydrocarbons and their impacts on halogen
chemistry in detail (e.g., addition reactions of halogen-atoms
to alkenes). Since many of these reactions were speculative
on their actual occurrence but included for exploratory rea-
sons, they are excluded in the present study except for re-
actions involving CH4, C2H6, C2H2 and their photodegra-
dation products. Among these, HCHO, CH3CHO, and C2H2
are of prime importance for scavenging Br-atoms via gas-
phase reactions. Second, changes have been made in tem-
perature dependence for the equilibrium constant of Reac-
tion (R6) (Sander et al., 2006) and in the products of the
aqueous-phase reaction Br−

2 + HO2 from 2 Br− + H+ + O2

to Br2 + HO−

2 (Matthew et al., 2003). Third, following the
chemical mechanism developed byHerrmann et al.(2003)

for the gas–aerosol–cloud system, we now assume that Br-
atoms are subject to mass transfer between gas and aque-
ous phases. Last, for some of the critical photolysis reac-
tions in the aqueous phase, absorption cross sections, quan-
tum yields and their temperature dependence have been up-
dated based on recent experiments conducted on the ice sur-
face, including the photolysis of NO−3 for the two product
channels NO2 + O− (or OH) and NO−2 + O (Chu and Anas-
tasio, 2003; Dubowski et al., 2002), H2O2 (Chu and Anas-
tasio, 2005), NO−

2 (Chu and Anastasio, 2007), HONO and
H2ONO+ (Anastasio and Chu, 2009). These photolytic reac-
tions also affect halogen activation by controlling aqueous-
phase OH and gas-phase NOx concentrations in the snow-
pack and the overlying atmosphere.

For programming the chemical reaction component in
PHANTAS, we exploited the ASAD atmospheric chemistry
integration package (Carver et al., 1997), to which some
adaptations have been made such as expanded arrays to deal
with larger numbers of reactants and products in each of the
aqueous-phase reactions than in gas-phase reactions and the
use of the Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differential Equa-
tions with general Sparse Jacobian matrix (LSODES) (Hind-
marsh, 1983) for numerical integration.

2.3 Actinic flux

Actinic flux in the atmosphere is calculated with a two-
stream algorithm by using the Phodis model (Kylling et al.,
1995), which has been incorporated to PHANTAS for on-
line calculations. Here we assume a clear sky on 30 March
at 71◦ N with a total column ozone of 400 Dobson units,
over the snow surface with a wavelength-independent albedo
of 0.9 (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). The actinic flux also
penetrates the snowpack and is attenuated with depth. The
rate of the attenuation depends most strongly on the amount
of absorbing impurities such as soot, dust and organic chro-
mophores (e.g.,Warren and Wiscombe, 1980); in this work,
the e-folding depth is assumed to be 7.5 cm based on di-
rect field measurements and radiative transfer modeling for
the Arctic snowpack reported previously (King and Simp-
son, 2001; Peterson et al., 2002; Qiu et al., 2002; Simpson
et al., 2002; Reay et al., 2012). An exception to this simple
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approximation takes place near the top of the snowpack at
large solar zenith angles where significant enhancement in
the actinic flux can occur relative to ambient air above the
snow surface (Abbatt et al., 2012). This is not addressed in
the present study. Also known from field observations but
neglected here is the wavelength dependence of light absorp-
tion within the snowpack which could arise from organic
chromophores (King and Simpson, 2001; Beine et al., 2011).

2.4 Dispersion of trace gases in the snowpack interstitial
air (SIA)

Under calm weather conditions, molecular diffusion is con-
sidered to be important in controlling the exchange rate of
trace gases through the SIA (Albert and Shultz, 2002). To
account for the mean distance over which air molecules must
diffuse within the pore space of porous media, we employ an
effective molecular diffusivity,Dg, em, which is the intrinsic
molecular diffusivity in free air,Dg, mol, scaled by tortuosity,
τg (Bear, 1972):

Dg, em= Dg, mol/τg. (4)

Here,τg = 2 is adopted to represent polar snowpack (Albert
and Shultz, 2002). For gaseous species of interest in this pa-
per (i.e., species other than mercury compounds), the values
of Dg, mol are calculated by using an empirical method by
Fuller et al.(1966, 1969). Part 2 of this study describes how
Dg, mol is calculated for mercury compounds (Toyota et al.,
2014).

As wind speed increases, a form drag associated with
micro-topography on the snow surface develops, leading to
pressure perturbations along mean streamlines on the up-
wind and downwind sides of the obstacles (Cunningham and
Waddington, 1993; Andreas, 1995). This also creates pres-
sure gradients within the porous snowpack and thus the ven-
tilation of air, called “wind pumping”, according to Darcy’s
law (Colbeck, 1989; Cunningham and Waddington, 1993;
Albert, 1996). As in the previous similar model study by
Thomas et al.(2011), the wind-pumping effect is superim-
posed as an additional, effective diffusivity (Dg, pump) to the
effective molecular diffusivity defined in Eq. (4), but here
only where the flow regime in the ambient air is diagnosed to
be aerodynamically rough (R∗ > 2.5, whereR∗ is the rough-
ness Reynolds number, see Sect.2.7), viz., at high wind
speeds:

DSIA =

{
Dg, em (R∗ ≤ 2.5)

Dg, em+ Dg, pump(R∗ > 2.5).
(5)

The total effective diffusivity (DSIA) thus calculated is as-
sumed to representDg,z in Eq. (1) within the snowpack (see
Table1).

Major factors that control the wind pumping in the SIA in-
clude the micro-topographic shape of the snow surface, wind
speed and direction against the structures, and permeability

dictated by microphysical properties of the snowpack (Col-
beck, 1989; Cunningham and Waddington, 1993). Cunning-
ham and Waddington(1993) derived an analytical solution
for the three-dimensional (3-D) in-snow ventilation field of
wind pumping, in which they made a number of assump-
tions for mathematical simplicity. Here we use the vertical
component of their analytical solution after making a minor
modification with regard to a boundary condition (see Ap-
pendix A):

Dg, pump=
|V z| ×1z

φ
, (6)

whereV z, taken from Eq. (A1) in Appendix A, is an average
volume flux of ventilated air,1z is a spacing between two
adjacent segments of the discretized vertical layers, andφ is
the snowpack porosity defined already.

2.5 Representation of liquid-like layer (LLL) in
snowpack

Although the nature of condensed-phase reactions in/on
ice is not fully understood, the layers of disordered water
molecules (called “quasi-liquid layer”, or “liquid-like layer”,
LLL) certainly exist at the ice surface down toT ∼ 200 K
and are likely to play a critical role as a site for heteroge-
neous reactions (Abbatt, 2003; Domine et al., 2008). As with
a model study similar to ours byThomas et al.(2011), we as-
sume that in-snow condensed-phase reactions occur entirely
within the LLL in contact with the SIA and that chemical
species do not migrate into the solid ice portion of snow
grains. Thus the volume fraction (fq) of the LLL in the to-
tal condensate relates the concentrations of aqueous-phase
species in the LLL (Ca) to their bulk concentrations in the
whole ice (Ci) via

Ci = fqCa. (7)

Here, the LLL is broadly defined as an fluid entity that is
supposed to exist uniformly on the ice surface, where the re-
activity of dissolved constituents is assumed to be identical
to that in true liquids or brine (the concentrated solution of
seawater) free from the effects of interfacial chemistry.

The thickness of the surface disorder is likely to increase
by the presence of ionic impurities in the ice and by exposure
of some gaseous contaminants to the ice surface, as indicated
experimentally and theoretically (e.g.,Conklin and Bales,
1993; Elbaum et al., 1993; Wettlaufer, 1999; Döppenschmidt
and Butt, 2000; Bluhm et al., 2002; Voss et al., 2005; McNeill
et al., 2006). Above the eutectic point of an ionic solution of
salt, its presence will significantly increasefq, where the so-
lute concentrations in the LLL can be estimated as a function
of temperature and bulk concentrations of ionic impurities
(Koop et al., 2000; Cho et al., 2002). Here we employ a sim-
ple thermodynamic equation fromCho et al.(2002) to cal-
culatefq at arbitrary temperature and bulk concentrations of
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major ions in the snow grains (see Sect.2.10for our scenario
assumed for the present model runs).

Our present approach neglects the presence of liquid-like
entities that are occluded within solid ice and are thus vir-
tually inaccessible to gases in the SIA. However, accord-
ing to experimental evidence, impurities in snow can be lo-
cated in veins and pockets at grain boundaries and within
grains, being isolated from rapid multiphase reactions of our
present interest (Domine et al., 2013; Bartels-Rausch et al.,
2014). In this regard, our model calculates upper limits for
the LLL volume involved actively in multiphase photochem-
ical reactions within the snowpack. Errors in our estimation
of the LLL volume may also arise from simplified assump-
tions (e.g., no precipitation of solid salts, ideal solution) in
the Cho et al.(2002) equation and presently neglected (but
largely unknown) contributions from various natural and an-
thropogenic organic compounds to the ice surface properties
(e.g.,Bluhm et al., 2002; Douglas et al., 2012; Voisin et al.,
2012).

2.6 Vertical diffusion of dissolved constituents in
snowpack

We assume that vertical diffusion takes place of all the con-
stituents dissolved in the LLL as a mechanism for transfer-
ring them between the snow grains. In the surface-disorder
layer on ice, water molecules and dissolved ions are certainly
more mobile than those “locked” inside the solid matrix (e.g.,
Furukawa and Nada, 1997; Carignano et al., 2007; Gladich
et al., 2011). Since a snowpack consists of snow grains quite
often if not always sintered or in contact with neighboring
grains, it seems reasonable to assume that the surface of the
snow grains is largely connected throughout the snowpack
in a topological sense. Thus, if dissolved impurities are lo-
cated in the LLL entirely on each snow grain as presumed
in our study, they should be subject to diffusion throughout
the vertical layers of the snowpack at rates of the same or-
der of magnitude as estimated for molecules and ions in the
surface-disorder layer of a single ice grain.

As a rough approximation, the self-diffusion coefficient of
supercooled water is assumed to represent molecular diffu-
sivity (Daq, mol) and its temperature dependence for all the
constituents dissolved in the LLL if it is thick enough to
behave like a bulk liquid. For this, we use an empirical fit
to the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann equation bySmith and Kay
(1999):

Daq, mol= D0 exp[−E/(T − T0)], (8)

where D0 = 3.06× 10−3cm2s−1, E = 892K and
T0 = 118K. This equation givesDaq, mol= 1.3− 9.8×

10−6cm2s−1 between 233–273 K. However, owing to a
“proximity effect” imposed by the underlying wall of solid
ice, molecules and ions in the LLL will likely become less
mobile than those in the bulk liquid phase of the same
composition (Dash et al., 1995). This may indeed be the case

in our simulated scenario where the diagnosed thickness
of the LLL is as shallow as 0.556 nm, according to the
diameter of each snow grain at 0.3 mm (see Sect.2.1)
and fq = 1.11× 10−5 prescribed by theCho et al.(2002)
equation (Sect.2.5) with the assumed concentrations of
ionic impurities (mainly Na+ and Cl−, see Table3). Hence
we scale down the diffusivity of constituents in the LLL by
a factor of 10 from a value inferred from Eq. (8), based upon
a molecular dynamics simulation byCarignano et al.(2007)
on the movement of Na+ and Cl− in the surface-disorder
layer of ice at the thickness of∼ 0.8 nm. Finally, the concept
of tortuosity (τaq) is also applicable for estimating the
effective vertical diffusivity (DLLL ) through the hypothetical
LLL connections:

DLLL = 0.1× Daq, mol/τaq, (9)

where the likely range ofτaq for natural snow/firn is 2–
3 (Wolff and Paren, 1984; Laird et al., 1999) and here we
chooseτaq = 2 (which coincidentally is identical toτg).

2.7 Vertical diffusion in the atmospheric boundary
layer (ABL)

For simulating the vertical transport of trace gases and
aerosols in the atmosphere, turbulent diffusivity,K(z), in the
stably stratified ABL is diagnosed by an empirical formula
in the following form (Brost and Wyngaard, 1978):

K(z) = κzu∗(1− z/ZABL )1.58H(ζ )−1, (10)

whereκ is the von Kármán constant (= 0.4),z is height above
the snow surface,u∗ is friction velocity,ZABL is the depth
of the turbulent ABL, and8H(ζ ) is a stability correction
term for the surface layer profile of turbulent heat transfer.
Here we assume that the turbulent diffusivity is the same for
heat and chemical tracers. To accommodate the equation to-
wards conditions with strong static stability, we use an ex-
pression taken fromCheng and Brutsaert(2005), rather than
from Businger et al.(1971) adopted inBrost and Wyngaard
(1978), for calculating8H(ζ ) (see Eq. (S2) in Sect. S2 of
the Supplement). Here,ζ = z/L with L being the Obukhov
length:

L = −
ρaircp u∗

3Ts

κ gFSH
. (11)

In Eq. (11), ρair is the mass density of air,cp is the specific
heat capacity of air at constant pressure,g is the acceleration
due to gravity,Ts is the surface air temperature (i.e., 253 K for
all the model runs, see Sect.2.10), andFSH is a sensible heat
flux at the surface. For relating the wind speed (Uref) at an
arbitrary-chosen reference height (zref) to u∗ (see below), we
adopt a stability correction term for momentum,8M(ζ ), also
from Cheng and Brutsaert(2005) (see Eq. (S1) in Sect. S2
of the Supplement). Impacts of choosing different stability
functions than those fromCheng and Brutsaert(2005) on the
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diagnosed profiles ofK(z) are briefly discussed in the Sup-
plement (Sect. S2).

For diagnosingZABL , we use a formulation taken from
Zilitinkevich and Esau(2003):

ZABL = CR

u∗

f

(
1+

CR
2CuN

CS
2

N

f

CR
2

CS
2

u∗

f L

)−1/2

, (12)

whereCR = 0.5, CuN = 0.56, CS = 1.0, f is the Coriolis
parameter andN (=

√
g/θ · ∂θ/∂z, whereθ is potential tem-

perature) is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency in the free atmo-
sphere above the turbulent ABL. The observed range ofN

over the Beaufort Sea during the Surface Heat Budget of
the Arctic Ocean Experiment (SHEBA) was 0.016–0.046 s−1

(Steeneveld et al., 2007). Here we adoptN = 0.031s−1 as a
baseline for our model runs, while testing the lower-bound
and upper-boundN values fromSteeneveld et al.(2007) in
some sensitivity runs. The value off is calculated for the
latitude of 71◦ N.

We calculate the profile ofK(z) and its diurnal variations
for prescribed values ofUref andTs kept constant over time
and ofFSH changing diurnally. The calculation starts from
seeking a numerical solution foru∗ andz0 that will satisfy

Uref =

zref∫
z0

u∗

κz
8M

( z

L

)
dz

=
u∗

κ

[
ln

zref

z0
− 9M

(zref

L

)
+ 9M

(z0

L

)]
, (13)

where z0 is the aerodynamic roughness length. This ap-
proach is actually inconsistent with our formulation ofK(z),
viz., Eq. (10), in that it ignores the multiplication factor
(1− z/ZABL )1.5. But it is acceptable as long asZABL is
sufficiently larger thanzref. 9M is an integral form of8M
obtained analytically byCheng and Brutsaert(2005) (see
Eq. (S3) in Sect. S2 of the Supplement). Similarly,Cheng
and Brutsaert(2005) analytically derived an integral form of
8H, viz., 9H (see Eq. (S4) in Sect. S2 of the Supplement),
which is used later in Eq. (18). The value ofz0 is calculated
according toAndreas et al.(2004b):

z0 =
0.135ν

u∗

+ 0.035
u∗

2

g

{
F exp

[
−

(
u∗ − 0.18

0.1

)2
]

+ 1

}
, (14)

where the empirical parameterF = 1 adopted here has been
fitted to micro-meteorological data from a tower on the Beau-
fort Sea ice floe during the SHEBA campaign (Andreas et al.,
2004a). Based on an analysis of heat flux measurements at
the same meteorological tower from the SHEBA (Persson
et al., 2002, see Fig. 17a), we assign a highly simplified form
of diurnal variations inFSH (in Wm−2) over local solar time
(LST, t) between 0–24 h:

FSH = −5+ 4× cos

[
(t − 12)π

12

]
. (15)

This approximates the average diurnal variations in
March 1998 for the SHEBA tower site.

For assigningK(z) from Eq. (10) to discrete vertical seg-
ments in the model, we first calculate aerodynamic resistance
(ra) between the mid-levels of neighboring atmospheric lay-
ers by numerically integrating the inverse ofK(z) overz:

ra, i =

zi∫
zi−1

K(z)−1dz . (16)

The inverse of thesera, i values are then multiplied by the
layer size (zi − zi−1) to obtain the vertical diffusivityKi for
model implementation:

Ki = (zi − zi−1) ra, i
−1 . (17)

In the lowest layer of the model atmosphere (discretized at
1 cm, see below), we may neglectz/ZABL (� 1) in Eq. (10)
so that we can integrate 1/K(z) analytically from the scalar
roughness length (zs) to the mid-level of the layer (z1 =

0.5 cm):

ra,1 =

z1∫
zs

K(z)−1dz

≈
1

κ u∗

[
ln

z1

zs
− 9H

(z1

L

)
+ 9H

(zs

L

)]
. (18)

Here,zs changes with the ratio between kinematic viscosity
(ν) of air and molecular diffusivity (Dg, mol) of trace gases
(viz., Schmidt number,Sc = ν/Dg, mol) and characteristics of
turbulence dissipation in the interfacial sublayer (viz., rough-
ness Reynolds number,R∗ = u∗ z0/ν) on the snow surface.
Semi-empirical equations derived byBrutsaert(1975) for
aerodynamically smooth (R∗ ≤ 0.135) and rough (R∗ ≥ 2.5)
surfaces are employed here to calculatezs:

zs = (19)

{
z0 exp

[
−κ av

(
13.6Sc2/3

− 13.5av
−1
)]

(R∗ ≤ 0.135)
z0 exp

[
−κ av

(
7.3R∗

1/4Sc1/2
− 5av

−1
)]

(R∗ ≥ 2.5),

whereav
−1 (= 1) is the turbulent Schmidt number (the ratio

between eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity) under a stati-
cally neutral condition. To fill in the gap between 0.135≤

R∗ ≤ 2.5, zs/z0 is fitted to an empirical log–log function of
R∗ in the same fashion asAndreas(1987):

ln(zs/z0) = b0 + b1 ln(R∗), (20)

where

b0 = − κ av

(
4.27Sc2/3

+ 6.3Sc1/2
− 7.67a−1

v

)
(21)

b1 =κ av

(
4.66Sc2/3

− 3.14Sc1/2
− 2.91a−1

v

)
. (22)
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Fig. 2. (a) Changes in the diagnosed height of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer (ZABL) with surface

wind speeds (U2) between 1 and 15 ms−1 and Brunt–Väisälä frequencies in the free troposphere (N ) between

0.016 and 0.046 s−1. Cross marks denote daily mean values while bars indicate the range of diurnal variations;

(b) aerodynamic resistance for HgBr2 from the snow surface to the height of either 1 m or 10 m in ambient air

for U2 = 1∼15ms−1 at N = 0.031 s−1 as calculated in the present model. Filled squares and circles denote

daily mean values while bars indicate the range of diurnal variations.

51

Fig. 2. (a)Changes in the diagnosed height of the turbulent atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ZABL ) with surface wind speeds (U2) be-
tween 1 and 15 ms−1 and Brunt–Väisälä frequencies in the free
troposphere (N ) between 0.016 and 0.046 s−1. Cross marks de-
note daily mean values while bars indicate the range of diurnal
variations;(b) aerodynamic resistance for HgBr2 from the snow
surface to the height of either 1 m or 10 m in ambient air for
U2 = 1− 15 ms−1 at N = 0.031 s−1 as calculated in the present
model. Filled squares and circles denote daily mean values while
bars indicate the range of diurnal variations.

Aerodynamic resistance as estimated above already con-
tains a contribution from quasi-laminar layer resistance
(e.g.,Garratt, 1992, Chap. 3.3.3), which is usually denoted
asrb and formulated independently fromra when calculat-
ing dry deposition velocities of trace constituents. Figure2a
and b illustrate changes inZABL and ra (for HgBr2 at 1 m
and 10 m above the snow surface), respectively, with differ-
ent choices ofUref andN in our algorithm. Since our model
runs include cases whereZABL becomes lower than 10 m
(but higher than 2 m), 2 m is selected as our reference height,
zref.

The model atmosphere is divided into 33 vertical layers
with varying spacings: 1 cm (first layer), 9 cm (second layer),
90 cm (third layer) and then 1 m each up to a height of 10 m
above the snow surface. The remaining 21 layers above 10 m
height are evenly spaced, while the spacing is adjusted so
that the top of the ABL at noon is located at the second
highest model layer or below. AboveZABL , vertical diffu-

sivity is assumed to be controlled by molecular diffusion for
gases and by Brownian diffusion for aerosols. We note that
the diffusivity of chemical tracers in the real atmosphere will
always be significantly greater than these theoretical lower
bounds. This is because wind shear and the breaking of in-
ternal waves act as ubiquitous sources of turbulence even
above the ABL (e.g.,Blackadar, 1962; Mahrt, 2011). As
a preliminary test, we conducted a sensitivity study in which
the vertical diffusivity of gaseous and aerosol constituents
(Dg,z andDa, z) were both raised to arbitrary values (10−4–
100 m2s−1) above the height ofZABL . Its impact on simu-
lated mixing ratios of ozone in the ABL became noticeable
for Dg,z = Da, z≥ 10−2 m2s−1 aboveZABL (not shown). In-
terestingly, Lagrangian models of plume chemistry and dis-
persion have indicated that the vertical diffusivity should be
in the range of 0∼ 1 m2s−1 in the mid- to upper troposphere,
albeit not in the context of chemistry in the lower troposphere
of the polar region (Schumann et al., 1995; Pisso et al., 2009;
Real et al., 2010). This certainly implies a possibility that our
model results are affected by the diffusivity above the ABL
under some circumstances, but the issue is beyond the scope
of the present study.

For the derivation ofK(z) for each trace gas across the
bottom atmospheric layer and the top snowpack layer, we add
a contribution from aerodynamic resistance on the snowpack
side (= 0.51z/DSIA) to Eq. (18). In order to describe the
rates of air–snow exchange correctly across the discretized
vertical layers for gases (e.g., HOBr) subject to rapid het-
erogeneous reactions on the snow grains, the segment of the
snowpack top layer has to be sufficiently small. In this study,
1z = 10−4 m is chosen for the topmost layer of snowpack
and thus the extra aerodynamic resistance added to Eq. (18)
is on the order of 10 sm−1 for each trace gas.

2.8 Atmospheric aerosols

Multiphase reactions involving aerosols can play a critical
role in activating bromine chemistry by converting relatively
stable HBr to photolabile Br2 in the atmosphere. In the
springtime Arctic, “haze” aerosols of anthropogenic origin
and made up mainly of sulfate in the sub-µm size range (e.g.,
Quinn et al., 2007) facilitate such reactions persistently in the
ABL (Fan and Jacob, 1992). We neglect contributions from
other types of aerosols, especially sea-salt aerosols, whose
concentration can exceed that of the sulfate aerosols but only
occasionally (Staebler et al., 1994; Yang et al., 2008). By this
choice, we focus on situations in the Arctic ABL, rather than
in the Antarctic ABL where “haze” aerosols essentially do
not exist. As discussed in Part 2 of this study, aerosol chem-
istry also influences the gas–aerosol partitioning of oxidized
mercury (Toyota et al., 2014).

Hygroscopic growth of aerosols that are composed of
mixed H2SO4–NH4HSO4 solution is diagnosed by the
Zdanovskii–Stokes–Robinson method (Zdanovskii, 1948;
Stokes and Robinson, 1966), for which experimental data for
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the hygroscopic growth of single-electrolyte solutions (i.e.,
H2SO4-H2O and NH4HSO4-H2O) at room temperature are
taken fromTang and Munkelwitz(1994) andTang(1996).
For these calculations, we need to use relative humidity over
liquid water, which is different from that over ice and is cal-
culated here by theGoff (1957) equation (Murphy and Koop,
2005). For example, the relative humidity of 98 % over ice
(as assumed in our model runs) at 253 K and 1013.25 hPa is
translated to the relative humidity of 80.46 % over liquid wa-
ter. The density of the H2SO4–NH4HSO4-H2O mixture, used
for the calculation of dry deposition velocity for aerosols, is
obtained by a method described inTang(1997).

At the beginning of each model run, aerosols are com-
posed of 12 nmol m−3 (STP) of HSO−

4 and SO2−

4 and
9.6 nmol m−3 (STP) of NH+

4 , typical concentrations in the
Arctic lower troposphere during spring (e.g.,Fisher et al.,
2011). Under the temperature and humidity conditions stated
above, the initial pH of aerosols is calculated to be−0.09,
in reasonable agreement with estimations from field obser-
vations in the Arctic boundary layer (Li , 1994; Staebler
et al., 1999). The aerosols are then subject to compositional
changes via chemical interactions with gas-phase species and
irreversible loss from the atmosphere via dry deposition to
the snow surface. For this purpose, we assume monodis-
perse aerosols with dry diameter of 0.25 µm, which is con-
sistent with the geometric mean diameter of accumulation
mode aerosols measured at Ny Ålesund in Spitsbergen dur-
ing the spring of 1996 (Staebler et al., 1999). On the basis of
a parameterization byPetroff and Zhang(2010), dry deposi-
tion velocities of sub-µm sulfate aerosols are calculated to be
∼ 0.02 cms−1, determined primarily by poorly characterized
phoretic effects on the snow surface.

One can distribute the deposited amount of aerosol compo-
sition among the top layers of the snowpack as simulated by
Cunningham and Waddington(1993). They expanded a fil-
ter collection theory, which is normally used for estimating
the ability of aerosol sampling techniques, to the calcula-
tion of in-snow filtration of aerosols along the streamlines
of wind-pumping flow in the SIA. However, as noted by
Harder et al.(1996), existing empirical formulas for the fil-
tration efficiency (including the one employed byCunning-
ham and Waddington(1993)) only account for Brownian dif-
fusion, impaction and interception of aerosols, whereas the
phoretic effects, speculated as a major contributor to the dry
deposition of aerosols on the snow byPetroff and Zhang
(2010), are not incorporated into the formulations. Hence
we choose to place the composition of deposited aerosols in
the topmost layer of the snowpack as aqueous-phase species,
which are then subject to vertical diffusion through (hypo-
thetical) connections of the LLL across the snowpack layers
(see Sect.2.5). By this choice, the numerical implementation
of mass transfer terms associated with the aerosol deposi-
tion is made much easier, as they fit in tri-diagonal matri-
ces employed for diffusion terms (solved by an implicit Eu-

ler method) and can thus be integrated altogether in a single
solver (see Sect.2.9).

2.9 Operator splitting with a linear coupling between
chemistry and transport terms

The numerical integration of our governing equations,
Eqs. (1)–(3), where diffusion and chemistry are acting si-
multaneously, is performed by using operator splitting. How-
ever, the nature of the problem addressed in this study poses
a significant challenge. As mentioned in Sect.2.7, the layer
spacing at the top of the snowpack must be small enough to
calculate aerodynamic resistance for gases correctly across
the bottom layer of the atmosphere and the top layer of the
snowpack. This constraint is particularly relevant to those
gases which enter from the atmosphere and then interact
rapidly with the snowpack LLL. For example, Br2 is pro-
duced via reactive uptake onto the LLL of gaseous HOBr,
which can either be transported via diffusion from the atmo-
sphere or produced via gas-phase Reaction (R4) in the SIA.
To avoid the overshooting of HOBr from the atmosphere into
the SIA while accounting for its chemical source (such as
ReactionR4) and sink (such as ReactionR1) with sufficient
accuracy, one may use a very short time step for the numer-
ical integration. However, to handle the stiffness of differen-
tial equations for multiphase chemistry, our chemical solver
is integrated by the LSODES, which is computationally too
demanding to be executed many times at short time steps.

As a partial solution to this problem, we adapt each of
the chemistry and diffusion solvers by loosely coupling be-
tween the two in a linearized fashion; the zeroth-order rates
of chemical sources (as calculated in the chemistry solver)
and diffusional gains (as calculated in the diffusion solver)
and the first-order rate constants of chemical sinks (as calcu-
lated in the chemistry solver) and diffusional losses (as calcu-
lated in the diffusion solver) are passed along from one solver
and taken into account as additional effects in another solver
while the two solvers are executed sequentially via operator
splitting (see Fig. S6 in the Supplement for a flow chart of
our procedure). At each time step (1t = 15 s in our model
runs), the numerical integration begins with the execution
of the adapted diffusion solver, which accounts for informa-
tion carried over from the previous execution of the adapted
chemistry solver, viz., the zeroth-order rates for gross chemi-
cal production (including empirically parameterized in-snow
emissions,Sg, in the cases of HCHO and CH3CHO) and the
first-order rate constants for gross chemical loss, in all the
vertical layers for each constituent. The loss of aerosol par-
ticles from the atmosphere via dry deposition, which trans-
fers their constituents to the snowpack, is also taken account
in the adapted diffusion solver (see below). This is followed
by the execution of the adapted chemistry solver, which ac-
counts for information carried over from the adapted diffu-
sion solver, viz., the zeroth-order rates and the first-order rate
constants of transport-related gain and loss, respectively, for
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Table 2.Summary of meteorological and geographic conditions used in the model runs.

Parameter Values Reference

Latitude 71◦ N
Date 30 March
Total column ozone 400 Dobson unit
Temperature 253 K
Pressure 1013.25 hPa
Relative humidity with respect to ice 98 %a Andreas et al.(2002)
Reference-height wind speed (U2) 2, 4.5, 8.5 or 12 ms−1

Sensible heat flux at the bottom of −5± 4 Wm−2b Persson et al.(2002)
the atmosphere (FSH)
Brunt–Väisälä frequency in the free 0.031 s−1c Steeneveld et al.(2007)
atmosphere (N )

a At T = 253 K andp = 1013.25 hPa, it is equivalent to relative humidity with respect to water at 80.46 % (see Sect.2.8).
b A sinusoidal function to represent diurnal variations is assigned by the present authors (see Eq. (15) in Sect.2.7).
c In Sect.3.5, sensitivity runs are also performed by using the high and low ends (0.046s−1 and 0.016 s−1,
respectively) of theN values inferred bySteeneveld et al.(2007).

all the constituents in each vertical layer. This sequence is it-
erated up to 200 times unless numerical solutions for all the
tracer concentrations (Cg andCa) from the two solvers con-
verge within given criteria, for which the relative tolerance
of 10−3 is chosen in our model runs. However, as described
in the Supplement (see Sect. S3 and Fig. S7), this thresh-
old is occasionally (about 0.1–1% of the time depending on
model runs) not attained owing to computational compro-
mises we made in coupling between the chemistry and diffu-
sion solvers; nonetheless, a relaxed criterion with the relative
tolerance of 10−2 is generally achieved. Also, mass conser-
vation is not necessarily strict in our solver-coupling method
(see Sect. S3 in the Supplement).

In the adapted diffusion solver, vertical diffusion equa-
tions coupled with linearized chemical source/sink terms are
solved for gas-phase and aqueous-phase species by an im-
plicit Euler method. It employs an inversion of tri-diagonal
matrices associated with diffusion and linearized chemical
sink terms by LU decomposition (Press et al., 1992). As
noted in Sect.2.8, aerosol particles transferred from the at-
mosphere via dry deposition are allocated to the LLL in the
topmost segment of the snowpack layers. This represents
a one-way mass transfer between two adjacent layers and
thus can be incorporated into the tri-diagonal matrices of the
solver. Consequently, in the adapted diffusion solver, vertical
mass transfer via diffusion and aerosol dry deposition, lin-
earized effects of chemical production and loss, and empiri-
cal in-snow emissions are taken in account simultaneously.

2.10 Simulation scenarios

In this study, we first examine the impact of changing
reference-height wind speeds (U2 = 2,4.5,8.5 and 12 ms−1)
on the buildup rate of bromine in the ABL through changes
in the profiles of turbulent diffusivity (Sect.3.1). To sim-
plify the simulation of chemical processes and the interpre-

tation of results, temperature, relative humidity, and pres-
sure are all assumed to be constant with height. In all the
model runs, we use the same temperature, 253 K, at which
key ionic species of our present interest such as Cl−, Br−

and NO−

3 will remain dissolved in the liquid-like portion
of snow grains rather than precipitate as solid salts (e.g.,
Koop et al., 2000; Dubowski et al., 2002; Chu and Anas-
tasio, 2003). Also, at this temperature, the saline snowpack
in the polar environment likely retains properties that lead to
the active release of gaseous bromine to the atmosphere, al-
though the reasons are not clearly understood (e.g.,Tarasick
and Bottenheim, 2002; Pöhler et al., 2010). The same is true
for the snowpack in our model under conditions specified be-
low but, of course, the behavior of the model can be charac-
terized firmly. By neglecting changes in the relative humidity
with height, the occurrence of cloud droplets and its conse-
quences on halogen chemistry are also disregarded (cf.Piot
and von Glasow, 2008). Table2 summarizes meteorological
and geographic conditions used in our model runs.

Table 3 gives an initial condition for condensed-phase
chemistry in the snowpack. There are several ways by which
the snowpack on sea ice retains seawater composition (Ab-
batt et al., 2012, and references therein). Here we simply
adopt our initial concentration of Cl− from a rough esti-
mation by Cho et al.(2002) for the purpose of their the-
oretical calculation of brine volume in saline snowpack; it
is certainly not very different (within a factor of∼ 3) from
median levels of concentrations measured in the uppermost
snowpack layers from Arctic nearshore and coastal regions
including snowpack on multi-year sea ice (Domine et al.,
2004; Simpson et al., 2005; Jacobi et al., 2012; Krnavek
et al., 2012), while being factors of∼ 30 and∼ 170 lower
than median Cl− concentrations measured in a top few cen-
timeters of snowpack on thick first-year sea ice and on re-
frozen leads, respectively, near Barrow, Alaska (Krnavek
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Table 3. Initial conditions for condensed-phase chemistry in the snowpack.

Parameter Initial value Reference

Bulk concentration of Cl− 70 µmolL−1 Cho et al.(2002)
Bulk concentration of Br− 0.108 µmolL−1 see notea

(= 1/650× [Cl−])

Bulk concentration of NO−3 2 µmolL−1 Grannas et al.(2007)
Bulk concentration of HCO−3 (alkalinity) 0 see noteb

Bulk concentration of Na+ 72 µmolL−1

pH in LLL 4
Volume fraction of LLL (fq) 1.11× 10−5 see notec

a Calculated from the assigned concentration ofCl− by assuming that molar ratio betweenBr− andCl− remains
unchanged from that in seawater (Millero et al., 2008).
b Assumed to have been titrated by the atmospheric input ofH+ + NO−

3 (see text).
c Calculated according toCho et al.(2002) based on the sum of dissolved ion concentrations in the LLL (see
Sect.2.5).

et al., 2012). Basically, we assume vertically uniform con-
centrations of dissolved in-snow constituents in the initial
state of model runs. By this choice, we ignore much higher
salinity often observed near the snowpack bottom on top of
brine-covered, first-year sea ice (Eicken et al., 1994; Mas-
som et al., 1998; Domine et al., 2004; Obbard et al., 2009).
The initial concentration ratio between Cl− and Br− is set
to the same as the ratio in seawater, although field observa-
tions suggest that deviation from this assumption takes place
very often in the snowpack (Domine et al., 2004; Simpson
et al., 2005; Jacobi et al., 2012; Krnavek et al., 2012). A
sensitivity study is also performed in which the initial Br−

concentration is raised 10-fold within the top 1 mm of snow-
pack to explore the impact of bromine deposited back from
the atmosphere during previous ODEs (Sect.3.2). The initial
NO−

3 concentration is 2 µmolL−1, which is again about the
median of observed ranges in the Arctic snowpack (Grannas
et al., 2007). According to the Cl− concentration as specified
above, alkalinity originally contained in seawater should be
∼ 0.3 µmolL−1 and thus should have been titrated by NO−

3 .
Bulk solutions melted from Arctic snowfall and snowpack
are moderately acidic in most cases during the springtime
(Gjessing, 1977; Semb et al., 1984; Toom-Sauntry and Bar-
rie, 2002; Douglas and Sturm, 2004). Hence the value of pH
in the LLL is initially set to four; however, it evolves by
chemical processing of the snowpack in the course of our
8-day model runs (Sect.3.3).

Table4 lists the initial mixing ratios (or concentrations) of
key trace gases and aerosol composition. By referring to data
compiled from previous field observations (e.g.,Evans et al.,
2003; Sander and Bottenheim, 2012), we have selected val-
ues that are deemed to be representative of air masses in the
springtime Arctic lower troposphere under non-ODE condi-
tions. These initial concentrations are also used as an upper
boundary condition to maintain the concentrations of trace
constituents in the free troposphere under the non-ODE con-
ditions. The initial concentrations of aerosol Br− is set to

zero in order to highlight the role of gaseous bromine release
from the snowpack. The mixing ratio of CHBr3 is fixed con-
stant at 3.5 pmol mol−1 in the atmosphere and the SIA (e.g.,
Yokouchi et al., 1994). However, in contrast to a box model
run byTang and McConnell(1996), a contribution from the
photolysis of CHBr3 is negligible even as a trigger to overall
bromine activation in our model runs. Among the chemical
species interacting strongly with bromine in the gas phase,
NOx originates primarily from the photolysis of NO−3 in the
model snowpack. Photochemical production of HCHO and
CH3CHO (key scavengers of Br-atom) occurs via poorly un-
derstood condensed-phase reactions in the snowpack (e.g.,
Grannas et al., 2004), hence this process is empirically rep-
resented by an external source term, viz.,Sg in Eq. (1), at the
rates changing vertically and diurnally within the SIA (Ta-
ble5).

Starting at 00:00 LST, all the model runs are continued for
8 days with the same diurnal variations in actinic fluxes and
vertical diffusivity profiles. Chemical interactions of mercury
with bromine and a few other reactants are also simulated in
the present model runs (Toyota et al., 2014, see Sect. 2.3),
but mercury species are not abundant enough to provide a no-
table feedback to the chemistry of bromine and ozone simu-
lated here.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Impact of changing top height and turbulent
diffusivity in the ABL

Since turbulent diffusivity in the ABL is constrained by
the same values of diurnally varying sensible heat flux, the
reference-height wind speed is a primary parameter that
gives changes in the vertical extent of simulated buildup of
reactive bromine and resultant ozone depletion between our
model runs. Figure3 shows the profiles of vertical diffu-
sivity in the atmosphere from model runs atU2 = 2 ms−1,
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Table 4. Initial and upper boundary conditions for key trace gases
(in both the atmosphere and the SIA) and aerosol composition.

Gas-phase speciesa

Species Mixing ratio

O3 40 nmolmol−1

H2O2 250 pmol mol−1

NO2 15 pmol mol−1

HNO3 100 pmol mol−1

PAN 200 pmol mol−1

CH4 1.85 µmolmol−1

C2H6 1.7 nmolmol−1

C2H2 400 pmol mol−1

CO 150 nmolmol−1

HCHO 150 pmol mol−1b

CH3CHO 50 pmol mol−1b

CH3OOH 250 pmol mol−1

CHBr3 3.5 pmol mol−1 (fixed)
HCl 100 pmol mol−1

SO2 100 pmol mol−1

CO2 380 µmolmol−1 (fixed)

Aerosol compositionc

Species Concentration

HSO−

4 + SO2−

4 12 nmol m−3(STP)
NH+

4 9.6 nmol m−3(STP)
Cl− 0
Br− 0
pH ∼ −0.09

a Initial mixing ratios for gas-phase species are selected on
the basis of observational data compilations (Evans et al.,
2003; Sander and Bottenheim, 2012, and references
therein).
b To start model runs with the concentrations of HCHO
andCH3CHO closer to their near-steady-state conditions
constrained strongly by empirical in-snow emissions, their
initial concentrations in the SIA are raised by a factor of
two. Furthermore, the initial concentrations of their
dissolved forms (including hydrate) in the LLL are set in
thermodynamic equilibria with the concentrations of
respective gases in the SIA.
c See Sect.2.8for details on initial sulfate and ammonium
concentrations and aerosol pH.

Table 5.Empirical in-snow emissions for HCHO and CH3CHO.

Species Emission ratea Reference

HCHO 4.8× 108 molecule cm−2 s−1 Grannas et al.(2002)
CH3CHO 4.25× 108 molecule cm−2 s−1 Guimbaud et al.(2002)

a Vertically integrated and diurnally averaged in-snow emission rates are given here. During
model runs, the emission rates are scaled in time and in space according toJ values for
O3 + hν → O(1D) + O2.

4.5 ms−1 and 8.5 ms−1. In all cases, the prescribed values of
the diffusivity maximizes at local noon because of the small-
est cooling rate at the surface (FSH = −1 Wm−2), while the
maximum values in the middle of the turbulent ABL change
by more than an order of magnitude between the model runs.

Fig. 3. Profiles and their diurnal variations of vertical diffusivity in the atmosphere prescribed by assuming

N = 0.031 s−1 and U2 = 2ms−1 (a), 4.5 ms−1 (b) and 8.5 ms−1 (c). The white line in each graph indicates

the level of ZABL, above which the vertical diffusion is assumed to be controlled by molecular diffusion for

gases or by Brownian diffusion for aerosols.

52

Fig. 3. Profiles and their diurnal variations of vertical diffusiv-
ity in the atmosphere prescribed by assumingN = 0.031 s−1 and
U2 = 2 ms−1 (a), 4.5 ms−1 (b) and 8.5 ms−1 (c). The white line
in each graph indicates the level ofZABL , above which the verti-
cal diffusion is assumed to be controlled by molecular diffusion for
gases or by Brownian diffusion for aerosols.

Also, the top height of the turbulent ABL changes signif-
icantly between day and night during calm weather condi-
tions atU2 = 2 ms−1, whereas it does not atU2 = 4.5 ms−1

and 8.5 ms−1. Most importantly, noontime maximum for the
top height of the ABL increases from 44 m atU2 = 2 ms−1

to 268 m atU2 = 8.5 ms−1.
As shown in Fig.4a–c, the buildup of reactive bromine

and thus the ozone depletion in the ABL takes place more
swiftly as the reference-height wind speed decreases. At
U2 = 2 ms−1, it takes only 2 days to decrease the ozone
mixing ratio (initially 40 nmolmol−1) below 20 nmolmol−1,
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whereas, atU2 = 4.5 ms−1 and 8.5 ms−1, it takes more than
3 days and 4 days, respectively. This trend in timescale re-
sults from changes in the depth of the turbulent ABL. The
shallower ABL accumulates snow-released material more
rapidly. On the other hand, the decrease in the ABL depth
comes with an increase in aerodynamic resistance in the near-
surface ambient air, thereby counteracting the trend of in-
creasing buildup rate of reactive bromine with decreasing
ABL depth. As indicated from Fig.2b, the aerodynamic re-
sistance of ambient air to the top of the snowpack is greater
at U2 = 2 ms−1 by an order of magnitude (or more) than at
U2 = 4.5 ms−1 and 8.5 ms−1. The magnitude of changes in
the aerodynamic resistance thus exceeds that of the 6-fold
changes in the ABL depth noted above. This appears to be
one of the major factors for the relatively small difference
in the simulated timescale for the buildup of atmospheric
bromine between model runs as compared to the changes in
the ABL depth.

The accumulation of snow-sourced aldehydes, HCHO and
CH3CHO, is another important factor. These compounds are
known to have a strong potential to terminate the recycling of
bromine radicals by converting Br-atom to HBr (Barrie et al.,
1988; Bottenheim et al., 1990; Sander et al., 1997; Toyota
et al., 2004):

Br + RCHO→HBr + RCO, (R8)

where R= H or CH3. Several mechanisms (physical adsorp-
tion/desorption on ice surface, hydrocarbon oxidation initi-
ated by Cl-atom, etc.) have been suggested to control the
variability of aldehyde concentrations in the polar boundary
layer, but the photochemical degradation of dissolved organ-
ics in the snow is definitely an important source (Grannas
et al., 2007, and references therein). In our model runs, em-
pirically adjusted in-snow emissions of HCHO and CH3CHO
(see Sect.2.10) are the predominant sources of these com-
pounds in the entire model domain. Solid lines in Fig.5a
and b show time series in the simulated mixing ratios of
HCHO and CH3CHO and their changes withU2 in ambi-
ent air at 1.5 m above the snowpack. AtU2 = 2 ms−1, simu-
lated mixing ratios for HCHO and CH3CHO in the ambient
air reach over 300 pmol mol−1 and 200 pmol mol−1, respec-
tively, more than a factor of two greater than the mixing ra-
tios for respective species atU2 = 4.5 ms−1 and 8.5 ms−1.
By impeding the bromine explosion across the ambient air
and the snowpack (see Sect.3.2), the higher levels of alde-
hydes simulated at lower wind speeds not only decelerate the
buildup rates of reactive bromine in the ABL (albeit not as
much as overriding the faster accumulation of snow-sourced
bromine in the shallower ABL, see Fig.5c) but also raise
the steady-state mixing ratios of ozone after the maturity
of ODEs (Fig.5e). At U2 = 2 ms−1, decrease in the ozone
mixing ratio stops at∼ 10 nmolmol−1, whereas, at higher
wind speeds, it can continue until ozone levels drop below
5 nmolmol−1.

Simulated maxima for the atmospheric mixing ratio of
HCHO shown in Fig.5a are all within the range of field
measurements in the springtime Arctic, but the mixing ra-
tios of CH3CHO as high as 500 pmol mol−1 simulated at
U2 = 2 ms−1 after ozone is depleted (see Fig.5b) well ex-
ceed reported maxima (∼ 300 pmol mol−1) of field data (e.g.,
Boudries et al., 2002; Grannas et al., 2002; Guimbaud et al.,
2002). If those field measurements were free from instru-
mental artifacts and also if the data sampled a sufficiently
broad range of environmental conditions, then there should
be an important sink for CH3CHO missing in our chemi-
cal scheme (e.g.,Domine et al., 2010) or perhaps our choice
for the in-snow emission rate of CH3CHO may have been
too high. Hence, by decreasing this ad hoc parameter 5-
fold to 8.5× 107 molecule cm−2 s−1, we looked at a sen-
sitivity of simulated results to the CH3CHO levels (dotted
lines in Fig.5a–e). In this case, the model does not simu-
late higher than 100 pmol mol−1 for the atmospheric mixing
ratio of CH3CHO in any runs (Fig.5b). Consequently, re-
active bromine species accumulate at faster rates in the at-
mosphere and also reach higher levels in the course of their
buildup (Fig.5c). At U2 = 2 ms−1, the ozone mixing ratio
drops from the initial level of 40 nmolmol−1 to lower than
20 nmolmol−1 in a day and half (∼ 1 day shorter than in the
model run with the default rate of in-snow CH3CHO emis-
sions). Also, the minimum mixing ratios of ozone reached on
the maturity of ODEs become lower by using the lower rate
of in-snow CH3CHO emissions, as is particularly evident at
U2 = 2 ms−1 (Fig. 5e).

NOx (= NO+ NO2), being supplied from the in-snow
source originating from NO−3 photolysis, is simulated to drop
its mixing ratios significantly during the buildup of reac-
tive bromine in the ABL where high BrO mixing ratios are
maintained (Fig.5c and d). This results from a formation of
BrONO2 followed mostly by its hydrolysis on aerosols (e.g.,
Evans et al., 2003):

BrO+ NO2 + M → BrONO2 + M (R9)

BrONO2 + H2Oaq → HOBr+ HNO3. (R10)

Once ozone is depleted from the atmosphere, the mixing ra-
tios of BrO drop significantly as it makes up a negligible
fraction in the partitioning of inorganic bromine without an
adequate supply via Reaction (R3). At that point, NOx lev-
els in the ABL start to recover towards their new steady-
state mixing ratios of about 10 to 60 pmol mol−1. In model
runs with the lower rate of in-snow CH3CHO emissions at
8.5× 107 molecule cm−2 s−1, it is evident that NOx being
sourced from the snowpack reaches higher mixing ratios in
the near-surface ambient air under less turbulent conditions
at lower wind speeds. This trend is not obvious as much in
model runs with the default rate of in-snow CH3CHO emis-
sions, because, in this case, there is a trade-off arising from
a formation of peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN, CH3C(O)O2NO2)
to scavenge NO2 from the ABL under more stable condi-
tions with higher CH3CHO levels. Scrutinizing the simulated
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Fig. 4.Time-height cross sections for the mixing ratios of O3 (top row), BrO (second row), Br-atom (third row), and aerosol bromide (p-Br−,
fourth row), and for the bulk concentrations of bromide in snowpack grains (bottom row) from model runs withU2 = 2 ms−1 (a), 4.5 ms−1

(b), and 8.5 ms−1 (c). N = 0.031 s−1 for all the model runs.

behavior of PAN against that of NOx could provide an indi-
rect means to evaluate whether the correct range of source
strengths is assigned for CH3CHO in the model (e.g.,Evans
et al., 2003), but this is beyond our present scope. Owing to
relatively high NOx mixing ratios simulated after the matu-
rity of ODEs, the model run atU2 = 2 ms−1 and with the
lower rate of in-snow CH3CHO emissions exhibits a no-
table recovery of ozone by its net photochemical produc-

tion via NOx chemistry after reaching the minimum level of
∼ 1 nmolmol−1 on day 3 to∼ 7 nmolmol−1 near the end of
day 8 (Fig.5e).

To summarize the sensitivity experiments presented in
this subsection, in the statically stable ABL prevalent in
the springtime Arctic, the likelihood is expected to be-
come higher at lower wind speeds for air masses to experi-
ence ozone mixing ratios below 10 nmolmol−1 persistently.
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Fig. 5. Simulated mixing ratios of(a) HCHO, (b) CH3CHO,
(c) BrO, (d) NOx (= NO+ NO2), and(e) O3 at z = 1.5 m (ambi-
ent air) from model runs with snowpack emissions of CH3CHO at
“standard” (solid lines) and “low” (dotted lines) rates and withU2
assigned at either 2 ms−1 (blue), 4.5 ms−1 (green), or 8.5 ms−1

(red).

Surface ozone measurements at a coastal site, Barrow
(71◦ N) in Alaska, showed the occurrence of ODEs mainly
in air masses from the ice-covered ocean and locally at low
wind speed conditions (Johnson et al., 2008; Helmig et al.,
2012), in line with our finding from model simulations. On
the other hand, from the analyses of surface ozone data
obtained over the frozen Arctic Ocean, some studies high-
lighted the role of ozone supply, occurring especially under
windy conditions, by the transport of air masses not in recent
contact with sea ice in raising otherwise very low ozone lev-
els (e.g.,Bottenheim et al., 2009; Jacobi et al., 2010; Moore
et al., 2014). Here we stress that calm weather conditions
should not only decrease chances for such an ozone supply
but also facilitate the buildup of reactive bromine, leading to

more rapid and persistent depletion of ozone especially in
the Arctic ABL, where “haze” aerosols continuously medi-
ate the heterogeneous recycling of inorganic bromine species
unlike in the Antarctic ABL. The present study corrobo-
rates findings from earlier studies employing much simpler
modeling frameworks in regard to the relationships between
timescale to accumulate snow-sourced bromine involved in
ODEs and turbulence in the ABL (Lehrer et al., 2004; Jones
et al., 2009). However, by using a more comprehensive mod-
eling approach, we also find a few trade-off factors associ-
ated with correlations in turbulence strength and the depth
of the ABL and with photochemical interactions between
bromine, aldehydes and nitrogen oxides that are all released
from the snowpack. The photochemical trade-off is expected
to become particularly important under calm weather condi-
tions, warranting continued efforts to understand what con-
trols the behaviors of aldehydes and nitrogen oxides on the
snow for a better characterization of bromine chemistry in
the polar boundary layer. Although not addressed in this
study, low-molecular weight alkenes, formed presumably via
condensed-phase photochemistry along with aldehydes and
released from the polar snowpack (e.g.,Bottenheim et al.,
2002), may also warrant a close look, as they are likely to
impede the bromine explosion by converting Br-atoms into
brominated organic intermediates (e.g.,Sander et al., 1997;
Toyota et al., 2004; Keil and Shepson, 2006).

3.2 Bromine explosion in the coupled
atmosphere–snowpack system

As shown in Fig.4a–c by a stark contrast in the simulated
mixing ratios of BrO and Br-atom between SIA and the over-
lying ambient air, bromine radical chemistry is substantially
more active in the SIA. Thus, ozone loss occurs more rapidly
in the SIA via catalytic reactions involving Reactions (R3)
and (R11):

BrO+ BrO→2Br+ O2, (R11)

leading to notably lower (up to∼ 10 nmolmol−1) ozone
mixing ratio in the SIA during sunlit hours. Figure6a and
b show a contrast in the partitioning of bromine species
between the ambient air (1.5 m above the snow) and the
SIA (3.5 cm below the top of the snowpack). BrNO2 and
BrONO2 are simulated to maintain relatively low mix-
ing ratios (< 2 pmol mol−1) and are therefore omitted from
these plots. In the ambient air, BrO is the most abundant
bromine species during the daytime, reaching as high as∼

40 pmol mol−1 as has been measured in the field (e.g.,Pöh-
ler et al., 2010; Liao et al., 2011), until the ozone mixing ratio
drops below∼ 10 nmolmol−1 on day 5. Before the depletion
of ozone, daytime gas-phase chemistry actively produces
HOBr and HBr, which are then taken up onto sulfate aerosols
to give Br2 via Reaction (R1). Br2 is rapidly photolyzed via
Reaction (R2) and thus makes an important contribution to
raising the bromine radical concentrations (Fan and Jacob,
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Fig. 6.Temporal evolution of major bromine species at the height of
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tial air) from a model run withU2 = 4.5 ms−1 andN = 0.031 s−1.

1992). In contrast, Br2 simply accumulates at night in the
ambient air and constitutes a predominant fraction among
the inorganic bromine species. These partitioning patterns
change as ozone is depleted with time. The daytime mix-
ing ratios of Br-atom increase with decreasing ozone mixing
ratios, reaching∼ 7 pmol mol−1 on day 5. This trend in the
Br-atom concentrations against changes in the ozone concen-
trations (see also results from other runs in the third row of
Fig. 4a and c) is consistent with that inferred from hydrocar-
bon concentration ratios in the springtime Arctic (Ramacher
et al., 1999; Boudries and Bottenheim, 2000). On day 5, soon
after the ozone mixing ratio drops below 4 nmolmol−1, HBr
takes over BrO as the most abundant bromine species in the
gas phase. Also, HBr is taken up by sulfate aerosols and re-
mains as particulate Br− (p-Br−) without producing Br2. Af-
terwards, the nighttime buildup of Br2 at ∼ 2–3 pmol mol−1

arises from its release from the snowpack.
The partitioning of gaseous bromine is vastly different in

the SIA. HOBr, HBr and BrONO2 are produced via gas-
phase chemistry in the SIA, while they are rapidly taken up
by the LLL. Therefore these species never constitute ma-
jor fractions in the gaseous bromine partitioning in the SIA.
Under the conditions specified in our study, Br2 is formed
efficiently via the uptake of HOBr and BrONO2 onto the
LLL. Despite the fast photolysis of Br2, its mixing ratio
in the SIA increases sharply during the day, reaching as
high as 300 pmol mol−1. Along with BrO formed via Re-
actions (R2)–(R3) to reach∼ 100 pmol mol−1 during the
day, Br2 predominates the partitioning of gaseous bromine
species in the SIA. The steady-state mixing ratios of Br2 at
night in the SIA are created by a balance between the oxi-
dation of Br− by O3 in the LLL (Haag and Hoigné, 1983;
Oldridge and Abbatt, 2011) and the evasion of Br2 to the
atmosphere. Interestingly, even after the maturity of ODEs
in the ambient air, Br2 in the SIA builds up to mixing ra-
tios higher than 100 pmol mol−1. This underlines a notable
contribution to the Br2 production from aqueous-phase radi-

cal chemistry initiated by the formation of OH via photolysis
of NO−

3 and H2O2 in the LLL (Abbatt et al., 2010; Thomas
et al., 2011). Overall, however, the “bromine explosion”, viz.,
Reactions (R1)–(R4), is a major contributor to the buildup
of reactive bromine in the SIA, as indicated from higher in-
snow mixing ratios of Br2 by more than a factor of two before
ozone is depleted at the beginning of the model run.

Here we arrive at an important question: what is the
share of HOBr deposition from the atmosphere in the out-
flux of Br2 from the snowpack? Vertical fluxes of individual
bromine species across the top 1 mm of the snowpack indi-
cate that HOBr and HBr entering from the atmosphere are
both taken up almost completely within this very thin layer
(Fig. 7a–c). The reactive uptake of HOBr onto LLL leads
to a significant addition to the Br2 outflux within this top
1 mm layer of the snowpack. However, this results largely
from the simultaneous uptake of HBr entering from the atmo-
sphere. Therefore, the net flux of bromine does not change
as much (see black dotted lines in Fig.7a–c). As shown in
Fig. 8a, the net flux of inorganic gaseous bromine accumu-
lates over some distance across the snowpack layers, includ-
ing this thin top layer but particularly within the top 5 to
10 cm. During the first couple of days, entire layers from
the top of the snowpack down to∼ 25 cm depth serve as
a net source of gaseous bromine, whereas, after ozone is de-
pleted, the top 1 mm layer of the snowpack serves as a net
sink for gaseous bromine most of the time (Fig.8b). In other
words, the “bromine explosion”, by which Br2 is released
from the snowpack in return for the atmospheric deposition
of HOBr as set out byLehrer et al.(2004), is a minor con-
tributor to the atmospheric buildup of reactive bromine in this
case. Also, the assumption that entire snowpack on sea ice is
exposed to HOBr deposited from the atmosphere (Tang and
McConnell, 1996; Michalowski et al., 2000) seems unreal-
istic even in the presence of ventilation due to wind pump-
ing. Below the topmost layers (whose thickness is∼ 1 mm
in our model runs), in-snow bromine activation is probably
controlled by a chemical environment in the snowpack itself
where ozone imported from the atmosphere and aqueous-
phase radical sources (such as NO−

3 ) play critical roles.
Actually, a swift depletion of Br− in the top 1 mm of the

snowpack explains why the deposition of HOBr from the at-
mosphere does not contribute much to the net release of reac-
tive bromine from the snowpack in the model run discussed
above. By noon on day 1, the concentrations of Br− in the top
1 mm of snowpack drop more than 100-fold from the initial
concentration of 0.108 µmolL−1 (Fig. 4b, bottom panel, and
Fig. S8c in the Supplement). Up to that point, the top 1 mm
layer of snowpack has contributed more than 20% to the net
release of bromine to the atmosphere (Fig.8a). Afterwards,
the reactive uptake of HOBr on this layer of snowpack forms
Cl2, instead of Br2, via Reactions (R5), (R12) and (R13):

BrClaq+ Cl−aq � BrCl−2aq (R12)

BrCl−2aq� Cl2aq+ Br−aq (R13)
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Fig. 7. Vertical fluxes of major inorganic bromine species in the top 1 mm of the snowpack as simulated

at U2 = 4.5 ms−1 and N = 0.031 s−1: (a) z = 0 cm (the top of the snowpack), (b) z =−0.01 cm, and (c)

z =−0.1 cm.
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Fig. 7. Vertical fluxes of major inorganic bromine species in the
top 1 mm of the snowpack as simulated atU2 = 4.5 ms−1 and
N = 0.031 s−1: (a) z = 0 cm (the top of the snowpack),(b) z =

−0.01 cm, and(c) z = −0.1 cm.

followed by the release of Cl2 to the gas phase. We note,
however, that this mechanism accounts for only a minor por-
tion of gaseous chlorine fluxes in our model. HCl evasion
from the top 1 mm of snowpack (to be discussed in Sect.3.3)
always dominates over the second most important contribu-
tion from Cl2 evasion (Fig. S8a in the Supplement). A ma-
jor source of reactive chlorine species in our model atmo-
sphere is provided by the reactive uptake of HOBr and HCl
on sulfate aerosols to give BrCl (Fig. S9a in the Supplement).
Also, the atmospheric mixing ratios of Cl2 simulated in our
model are no more than 2 pmol mol−1 (Fig. S9a in the Sup-
plement) and thus cannot explain a strong source suggested
from very high mixing ratios (up to 400 pmol mol−1) mea-
sured in surface air at Barrow in the spring of 2009 (Liao
et al., 2014). Once ozone is depleted significantly, the de-

Fig. 8. Budget analyses of inorganic gaseous bromine in the snow-
pack as simulated in the model run withU2 = 4.5 ms−1 andN =

0.031 s−1: (a) vertical fluxes at selected depth levels (solid lines)
and the sum of the vertical fluxes of inorganic gaseous bromine and
aerosol bromide at the top of the snowpack (green dotted line), and
(b) net production (mostly via condensed-phase chemistry on the
snow grain surface and subsequent release of products to the inter-
stitial air).

position of gaseous HBr and aerosol Br− returns bromine,
which has been released mainly from deeper layers of the
snowpack, back to the top 1 mm of snowpack where the
Br− concentrations reach∼ 1 µmolL−1 by the end of each
8-day model run atU2 = 2–8.5 ms−1 (Fig. 4a–c, bottom pan-
els). Such a great range of variations in the concentration of
Br− (relative to those of Cl− and Na+) has been noted previ-
ously in the field measurements of polar snowpack chemistry
(Ariya et al., 1999; Simpson et al., 2005; Jacobi et al., 2012;
Krnavek et al., 2012).

Hence, in the real environment, the release of gaseous
bromine from the snowpack may often recur after the redis-
tribution of snowpack Br− during previous ODEs. To investi-
gate what might happen in this situation, we have conducted
sensitivity runs in which the initial concentration of Br− is
raised by a factor of 10 to 1.08 µmolL−1 in the top 1 mm
of snowpack. Unlike model runs starting from the same mo-
lar ratio between Br− and Cl− as in seawater throughout the
snowpack, the Br− / Cl− molar ratio is simulated to remain
higher than the seawater ratio in the top 1 mm of snowpack
(Fig. S8c in the Supplement). As shown in Fig.9a–b, the pro-
duction of gaseous bromine resulting from the atmospheric
deposition of HOBr remains substantial for the first couple of
days and accounts for up to∼ 40 % of the net vertical flux of
bromine out of the snowpack in this case atU2 = 4.5 ms−1.
For model runs atU2 = 4.5 ms−1 and 8.5 ms−1, the buildup
of reactive bromine and the resultant depletion of ozone in
the ABL accelerate notably by using this adapted scenario
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Fig. 9.The same as Fig.8 but from a model run in which the initial
concentration of Br− is increased by a factor of 10 in the top 1 mm
of the snowpack.

with a 10-fold increase in the initial concentration of Br− in
the top 1 mm of snowpack (Fig.10).

The amount of in-snow measurements conducted to date
in the field is not abundant enough to evaluate confidently
how realistic our simulations are in terms of reactive bromine
levels in the SIA. First of all, measuring the mixing ratios
of reactive gases in the SIA poses a challenge, because the
pumping of air for the sampling purpose can be a significant
source of artifact by drawing ambient air down into the SIA
(Albert et al., 2002). The only in-snow measurements that
we know for gaseous reactive bromine are those performed
by Foster et al.(2001) at Alert (82◦ N) in early March.
Gaseous Br2 mixing ratios in the top 5 cm of the snowpack
were found to be enhanced to∼ 2 pmol mol−1 as compared
to ∼ 1 pmol mol−1 in the ambient air, which does not nec-
essarily support our results with up to∼ 300 pmol mol−1

of Br2 simulated in the SIA. On the other hand, from in-
situ measurements in SIA at Summit, Greenland, during the
summer,Peterson and Honrath(2001) found diurnal varia-
tions in ozone mixing ratio similar to our simulations. From
the amplitude of daytime ozone decrease, these authors de-
duced higher than 160 pmol mol−1 of BrO to exist in the
SIA. However, such a high mixing ratio of BrO was not sim-
ulated byThomas et al.(2011), who obtained only about
15 pmol mol−1 of BrO in the SIA, with a 1-D model similar
to ours but configured for the study of reactive bromine and
nitrogen chemistry in the snowpack and its impacts on chem-
istry in the overlying ambient air at Summit. Neither did their
simulation obtain daytime ozone decline in the SIA as large
as the observation byPeterson and Honrath(2001). While
we have not been successful in carrying out model runs to
address this issue (see Sect. S4 in the Supplement), we spec-
ulate that the difference in halide concentrations in the LLL
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two layers in the model snowpack).

between our model and theThomas et al.(2011) model can at
least partly explain quite different levels of in-snow bromine
activation simulated by the two models. Recurring, large day-
time declines in the in-snow ozone mixing ratios similar to
Peterson and Honrath(2001) were observed later again at
Summit (Helmig et al., 2007a). At Arctic coastal sites, Alert
and Barrow, ozone has been found to be depleted (by more
than 10 nmolmol−1) persistently in SIA relative to overly-
ing ambient air, but with no apparent diurnal variations in
the mixing ratios unlike our simulations (Albert et al., 2002;
Helmig et al., 2012). For the in-snow ozone data byAlbert
et al. (2002), the lack of diurnal variations may however be
attributable to the 24 h exposure to sunlight in April at Alert.

3.3 The role of acidity for bromine activation in
snowpack

By adopting snowpack salinity lower than that often found
on first-year sea ice and refrozen leads (cf.Krnavek et al.,
2012) in our model runs, we could assume that alkalinity of
seawater origin had been titrated sufficiently by acidity car-
ried in with nitrate at a level typically found in Arctic snow-
pack (Sect.2.10). Hence our model runs start with the initial
pH of 4 in the LLL on snow grains. Figure11a–c show the
evolution of major ionic composition and pH in the LLL and
gaseous HCl as simulated in model runs atU2 = 2.0 ms−1,
4.5 ms−1, and 8.5 ms−1, respectively. Values of pH in the
LLL evolve during the course of model runs in response to
further deposition of nitrate gases and sulfate aerosols from
the atmosphere; the pH in the LLL remains in the range of
3–5 below the depth of 4–9 cm (depending on model runs)
in the snowpack while being lowered further towards∼ 2 in
the top snowpack layers primarily via dry deposition of sul-
fate aerosols. We note that our model neglects the precipita-
tion of mirabilite (Na2SO4 q10H2O), which most likely takes
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Fig. 11. Time-height cross sections for the mixing ratios of HCl (top row for the entire model domain from the bottom of the SIA and to
the top of the atmosphere and second row for the SIA only), bulk concentrations of chloride (Cl−, third row), nitrate (NO−3 , fourth row) and

sulfate (SO2−

4 + HSO−

4 , fifth row) in snowpack grains, and pH in the LLL on the surface of snowpack grains (bottom row) from model runs

with U2 = 2.0 ms−1 (a), 4.5 ms−1 (b), and 8.5 ms−1 (c).

place when sulfate aerosols enter the LLL with sufficiently
high sodium content at the temperature of 253 K as assumed
here (e.g.,Weeks and Hibler III, 2010, see Chap. 6). How-
ever, this should not pose a major problem for our prediction
of the LLL acidity, because the formation of mirabilite will
simply leave behind H+ that has entered the snowpack LLL
via dry deposition of HSO−4 and H2SO4 in the aerosols (see
Sect. S6 in the Supplement). In our model framework, the
multiphase transfer of HCl between SIA and LLL also plays
a critical role in buffering the pH in the LLL. The buffer ef-

fect operates in that acidity input to the LLL via dry depo-
sition of acidic nitrate gases and sulfate aerosols induces the
release of HCl from the LLL to the SIA and then the evasion
of HCl to the ABL. The same type of mechanism that in-
volves HCl is known to buffer the level of pH in deliquesced
sea-salt aerosols across super-µm size fractions in the marine
boundary layer (Keene et al., 2002).

We use this dependence of simulated pH in the LLL on
gaseous HCl levels as a tool for studying the sensitivity of
snowpack bromine activation to pH in the LLL. By fixing
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Fig. 12.Time-height cross sections for simulated pH in the LLL on the surface of snowpack grains from model runs in which gas-phase HCl
mixing ratio in the SIA is fixed deliberately at 100 pmol mol−1 (a), 1 pmol mol−1 (b), and 0.01 pmol mol−1 (c), while in the ambient air it is
fixed at 100 pmol mol−1 for all the cases.

the mixing ratio of HCl to an arbitrary value in the SIA
and, in other model runs, increasing or decreasing this value
by a factor of 100, we deliberately change the LLL acid-
ity by a factor of∼ 4 in pH scale between the model runs
(Fig. 12a–c). In the first sensitivity run, we fix the mixing
ratio of HCl at 1 pmol mol−1 in the SIA. In this case, the
model maintains the pH level close to 4 in the LLL of the
entire snowpack. The simulated rates of reactive bromine re-
lease from the snowpack and of resultant ozone loss in the
ABL (Fig. S12b in the Supplement) do not change very much
from those simulated in the model run discussed in preced-
ing subsections (Fig.4b) without deliberate HCl adjustment
where pH stays 3–5 below the depth of 4 cm and goes down
to ∼ 2 in the top 1 mm of snowpack (Fig.11b). In other two
cases where much lower (∼ 2) and higher (∼ 6) pH levels are
deliberately produced in the LLL, the model simulates much
stronger and weaker levels of in-snow bromine activation, re-
spectively (Fig. S12a and c in the Supplement). Net vertical
fluxes of gaseous bromine out of the snowpack change by an
order of magnitude between these three model runs (Fig.13).
If the HCl level is fixed in the SIA at 0.01 pmol mol−1, the
pH in the LLL approaches∼ 6.5 below the 1 mm depth of
the snowpack (Fig.12c), rendering these layers of the snow-
pack a net sink for gaseous bromine during both daytime and
nighttime after day 5, even though ozone mixing ratios re-
main relatively high at∼ 20–30 pmol mol−1 (Fig. 14c and
Fig. S12c in the Supplement). This is in marked contrast to
results from model runs with lower pH values in the LLL
where the net production rate of gaseous bromine stays pos-
itive below the 1 mm depth of the snowpack even after the
depletion of ozone (Fig.14a–b and Fig. S12a–c in the Sup-
plement).

In order to address the issue of how the levels of the pH
evolve in the LLL of the snowpack, we should employ a more
sophisticated approach than currently adopted in PHANTAS,
perhaps by properly formulating processes such as the non-
ideal solution behavior of brine, the precipitation of salts
from freezing brine, and the partitioning of solutes in the
solid ice matrix (e.g.,Marion and Farren, 1999; Kuo et al.,
2011). This will be a subject of further studies using PHAN-
TAS.
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Fig. 13. Net vertical fluxes of inorganic bromine gases at the in-
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1 pmol mol−1 (green line), and 0.01 pmol mol−1 (blue line), while
in the ambient air they are fixed at 100 pmol mol−1 for all the cases.

3.4 Air–snow fluxes of ozone

Ozone is known to undergo dry deposition to various sur-
faces, including the snow surface (Helmig et al., 2007b). In
essence, dry deposition velocity (vd) at an arbitrary height
can be expressed by the inverse of the sum of aerodynamic
resistance (ra), quasi-laminar layer resistance (rb) and sur-
face resistance (rs):

vd = (ra+ rb + rs)
−1, (23)

wherera andrb are determined by turbulent and molecular
diffusivity in the atmosphere andrs by solubility and reac-
tivity of a depositing gas in/on the substrate (Wesely, 1989).
The vertical fluxes of gases (Fg) at the height wherevd is
determined can then be related to their concentrations (χg):

Fg = −vd · χg. (24)

By combining the two equations above, we obtain

rs = −(χg/Fg + ra+ rb), (25)

where χg, Fg and ra+ rb are all known quantities in our
model. Since this model is elaborated in the parameterization
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Fig. 14. Time-height cross sections for the simulated net production rates of inorganic bromine gases in the

SIA (unit: molecule(Br)cm−3 s−1) from the same model runs presented in Fig. 12a–c, i.e. using the fixed

mixing ratios of HCl in the SIA at 100 pmolmol−1 (a), 1 pmolmol−1 (b), and 0.01 pmolmol−1 (c), while in

the ambient air it is fixed at 100 pmolmol−1 for all the cases.
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Fig. 14. Time-height cross sections for the simulated net pro-
duction rates of inorganic bromine gases in the SIA (unit:
molecule(Br)cm−3s−1) from the same model runs presented in
Fig. 12a–c, i.e., using the fixed mixing ratios of HCl in the SIA at
100 pmol mol−1 (a), 1 pmol mol−1 (b), and 0.01 pmol mol−1 (c),
while in the ambient air it is fixed at 100 pmol mol−1 for all the
cases.

of ra andrb (see Sect.2.7) as well as in-snow chemical pro-
cesses that are linked tors, a comparison between thers val-
ues derived from the simulation by using Eq. (25) and from
ozone flux measurements in the field gives useful insights
into whether or not the in-snow ozone loss simulated in our
model is realistic.

Top panels in Fig.15a–c show apparent dry deposition
velocities (v∗

d = −χg/Fg) for ozone at four different height
levels in ambient air above the snow surface as simulated
at U2 = 2.0 ms−1, 4.5 ms−1 and 8.5 ms−1, respectively. At
the lowest height level (z = 0.5 cm), thev∗

d values reach
∼ 10−3 cm s−1 during daytime as a result of catalytic ozone
loss via bromine radical chemistry, which is more active in
the SIA than in the ambient air as discussed already. By sim-
ply taking an inverse ofv∗

d, the minimum value ofrs for
ozone on the snow surface in our model is inferred to be on
the order of 105 s m−1, as the values ofra andrb atz = 0.5 cm
are much smaller. Interestingly,v∗

d can be more than doubled

within the lowest several meters of the atmosphere, because
bromine chemistry across this layer augments the downward
flux of ozone from above as much as the in-snow bromine
chemistry sets it out at the bottom of the atmosphere. After
the maturity of ODEs, negative dry deposition velocities for
ozone become evident for model runs atU2 = 4.5 ms−1 and
8.5 ms−1. This reflects the evasion of ozone out of the SIA
to the atmosphere, as the net photochemical production of
ozone involving NOx leads to higher concentrations of ozone
in the SIA. However, as can be seen in Fig.5e from changes
in ozone mixing ratios in ambient air, this in-snow source of
ozone after the maturity of ODEs does not contribute much
to the recovery of ozone levels in the ABL atU2 = 4.5 ms−1

and 8.5 ms−1.
The reported range of thev∗

d values for ozone over the po-
lar snow surface is much broader than derived here from our
model runs. Recently, by using ozone flux measurements at
a meteorological tower, thev∗

d values were derived to be on
the order of 0.01 cm s−1 (hence on the order of 104 s m−1

in terms ofrs) over the snow surface at Barrow during the
spring (Helmig et al., 2012). From a comparison of surface
ozone mixing ratios simulated by a 3-D chemical transport
model with observations across polar regions,Helmig et al.
(2007a) concluded that the typicalv∗

d value for ozone on the
polar snow should also be on the order of 0.01 cm s−1 during
the winter. Over sea ice in Hudson Bay during early spring,
the values ofv∗

d derived from ozone flux measurements var-
ied between−1.5 and+0.5 mm s−1 (Muller et al., 2012), en-
compassing more than an order of magnitude greater range
than our simulated values. It thus seems that a sink (and
a source occasionally) of ozone in the polar snow in nature
is much stronger than simulated by our model, unless those
field measurements of ozone fluxes were subject to signifi-
cant artifacts.

Finally, we have plotted thev∗

d values for HOBr and HBr
in the middle and bottom panels of Fig.15a–c. As expected
for compounds highly reactive on the ice surface, we obtain
high values ofv∗

d around 1 cm s−1 and thusrs on the order of
102 s m−1. In this case, increases inv∗

d with height and with
wind speed are both controlled essentially by changes inra.
As noted in Sect.3.1, this effect poses one of the important
factors for modulating the buildup rate of reactive bromine
in the ABL. We also stress that we had to adopt a numerical
procedure of linearly coupled iteration between the chem-
istry and transport solvers in order to simulate thev∗

d values
correctly for these species (see Sect.2.9).

3.5 BrO column amounts in the ABL

As mentioned in the introduction, satellite measurements of
BrO column amounts provide strong evidence for the preva-
lence of high BrO levels in the springtime polar bound-
ary layer. On the other hand, while analyzing air mass ori-
gins for prolonged ODEs observed during shipboard sur-
face ozone measurements in the middle of Arctic sea ice,
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Bottenheim et al.(2009) found that satellite BrO column
data were not of much help to make a clear attribution of
locations where the air masses may have undergone active
ozone loss via bromine chemistry. A similar problem was
noted from Antarctic ODEs associated with low inversion
height (< 100 m) over sea ice common to low wind speed
conditions (Jones et al., 2010).

The present simulations reconfirm the assertion byJones
et al.(2010). Figure16a–d show the simulated BrO columns
in the atmosphere atU2 = 2, 4.5, 8.5 and 12 ms−1, re-
spectively. Contributions from in-snow BrO columns are
negligible as compared to the total column amounts in
the atmosphere. Here we also include model runs with
higher and lower stability (orN ) assumed in the free at-
mosphere to investigate the problem for a broader range
of the ABL depth (ZABL , see Fig.2a). At U2 = 2.0 ms−1

(ZABL < 58 m), the simulated BrO column amounts do not
exceed 1× 1013 molecule cm−2 s−1, which would hardly
be discerned from variability in BrO columns above
the ABL and error bars in satellite data retrieval it-
self. AtU2 = 4.5 ms−1 (ZABL = 100–175 m), simulated BrO
columns reach 1.5–2×1013 molecule cm−2 s−1, which are
detectable from satellite probably with fair confidence (e.g.,
Theys et al., 2011). The maximum column amounts of BrO
(3–5×1013 molecule cm−2 s−1) simulated atU2 = 8.5 ms−1

and 12 ms−1 (ZABL = 219–368 m and 352–588 m, respec-
tively) imply that “BrO clouds” associated with such windy
events will likely be identified unambiguously from satellite
unless covered under optically thick clouds.

Hence, the “BrO clouds” with particularly high BrO col-
umn densities, as can be seen from satellites, are not neces-
sarily a good indicator to locate the origins of ODEs (and
AMDEs), since they are observed at the ground level more
often under calm weather than under stormy/gusty weather.
Whether or not they lead to prominent ODEs and AMDEs,
such “BrO clouds” would indicate bromine activation in the
deeper ABL associated with strong surface winds and/or in
air masses elevated by low-pressure systems (Jones et al.,
2010; Choi et al., 2012), if not concealed by phenomena
above the ABL such as increased BrO columns near the
tropopause driven by atmospheric dynamics in the UTLS
(Salawitch et al., 2010).

4 Conclusions

For a better understanding of what drives the release of re-
active bromine from the snowpack on sea ice, we have de-
veloped a 1-D model that describes multiphase chemistry
and transport of trace constituents from the porous snowpack
through the ABL as a unified system. A common set of mul-
tiphase, viz., gaseous and aqueous, chemical mechanisms is
employed in the atmosphere containing “haze” aerosols and
in the snowpack hosting SIA between snow gains coated by
the LLL. The formulation of vertical diffusivity and the con-
figuration of vertical layer spacings are designed such that
the model can realistically capture chemical interactions tak-
ing place between vastly different chemical environments
across the interface of snowpack and overlying ambient air.
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Fig. 16. Simulated column amounts of BrO in the atmosphere
with U2 assigned at(a) 2 ms−1, (b) 4.5 ms−1, (c) 8.5 ms−1, and
(d) 12 ms−1. A sensitivity of the simulated BrO columns to the
choice ofN (0.016 s−1, dotted blue lines; 0.031 s−1, solid red lines;
and 0.046 s−1, broken green lines) is also tested.

The profile of turbulent diffusivity in the atmosphere is di-
agnosed by solving a set of micro-meteorological equations
applicable to the stable boundary layer. The effect of wind
pumping in the SIA is superimposed on molecular diffusiv-
ity in a simplified fashion and only when the surface air flow
is diagnosed to be aerodynamically rough.

By elaborating both the physics and chemistry of the
atmosphere–snowpack system, the present model was able to
show the significance of chemical interactions that have been
largely unrecognized. Bromine release from the top 1 mm of
the snowpack is driven by the “bromine explosion” in a con-
ventional sense, that is, HOBr deposited from the atmosphere
oxidizes Br− on the snow grains to release Br2, whereas, be-
low this top layer, aqueous-phase radical chemistry and an in-
snow “bromine explosion” both play an important role. Both
of these top- and deeper-layer processes contribute signifi-
cantly to the Br2 release to the atmosphere, while the deeper-
layer production is generally more important for the net out-
flux of gaseous bromine to build up in the ABL. Ozone is
among the key species that control the rates of both conven-
tional and in-snow bromine explosions. The aqueous-phase
radical chemistry can keep operating as an efficient source

of Br2 in the snowpack even after ozone is depleted, but,
without assistance from the in-snow bromine explosion, the
buildup of Br2 and its subsequent release to the atmosphere
will diminish significantly. Within the framework of our mul-
tiphase chemical scheme, acidity of the LLL in the snowpack
was also found to be a key element for controlling the acti-
vation of bromine chemistry. We also found that multiphase
recycling of HCl could be important for buffering the acidity
of the LLL. The results of our modeling study reinforce re-
cent findings from field measurements (Pratt et al., 2013) and
from laboratory experiments (Wren et al., 2013) on the roles
of snow-grain acidity and “ozone enhancement” in reactive
bromine release from the snowpack. As a result of the in-
snow bromine explosion, ozone is destroyed via bromine rad-
ical chemistry more actively in the SIA than in the ambient
air, giving rise to apparent dry deposition velocities from the
air to the snow on the order of 10−3 cms−1 during daytime.
Field studies in an attempt to determine this quantity have re-
ported much greater values over the coastal snow cover in the
springtime Arctic (Helmig et al., 2012; Muller et al., 2012),
indicating either that our model is much too conservative in
simulating the activity of bromine radical chemistry in the
snowpack or that rapid ozone loss in/on the snow implied
from those field studies was controlled by other mechanisms
than simulated here.

In this study, the physical and chemical characteristics of
the snowpack were assumed to be uniform over the entire
depth in its initial state, although photochemical process-
ing during model runs creates some degree of vertical pro-
files in the chemical composition of the model snowpack. A
single exception to this assumption was a sensitivity study
in which we increased the initial concentration of Br− 10-
fold in the top 1 mm of snowpack to account for the depo-
sition of bromine back from the atmosphere at the maturity
of previous ODEs. Such a surface enhancement of snowpack
Br− content was found to accelerate the net release rate of
gaseous bromine from the snowpack. Here, we note that our
scenario for snowpack composition assigned the initial con-
centrations of halide anions most likely lower by an order
of magnitude or two than typically observed in snowpack on
first-year sea ice and refrozen leads. Had we adopted a dif-
ferent snowpack composition based on these latter observa-
tions, higher loading of seawater composition in the snow-
pack would have increased initial Br− content on one hand,
while on the other hand it would have increased alkalinity
that must be titrated before gaseous bromine could be re-
leased from the snowpack efficiently, as indicated from a
field study byPratt et al.(2013). Also, stratigraphic varia-
tions in snowpack salinity are commonly observed on sea
ice (Massom et al., 1998; Domine et al., 2004; Abbatt et al.,
2012), evoking the same type of problem for the trade-off
between bromide content and alkalinity across the vertical
layers of the snowpack.

On the physical side, the snowpack normally exhibits
distinct stratigraphic features in its microphysical structure
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(such as coarse-grained depth hoar, hard windpack, relatively
fine-grained recent snow, and surface hoar) as a result of in-
termittent wind storms and post-depositional metamorpho-
sis. Such inhomogeneity in the physical properties will cer-
tainly influence chemical processes addressed in this study
by changing the permeability of air against wind pumping,
the rate of reactive uptake of gases on the snow grains, and
so on (Domine et al., 2008). From the exploratory nature of
this study, we have chosen not to pursue these complex prob-
lems, but they should certainly be addressed in the future to-
wards a more realistic representation of in-snow photochem-
ical processes.

Another area of great uncertainty in our present approach
relates to a question of how realistic it is to assume that im-
purities exist uniformly (at the scale of each snow grain)
and exclusively in the LLL on the grain surface in contact
with SIA to mediate multiphase reactions as well as vertical
mass transfer of condensed-phase species within the snow-
pack. It may actually be more appropriate to represent the
ice grains of natural snowpack by a heterogeneous mixture
(or co-existence) of solute-rich regions, such as veins at the
groves of grain boundaries and pockets inside ice matrix,
and solute-less (or almost “pure”) ice surfaces (e.g.,Domine
et al., 2013). That would call for some fundamental changes
in the design of a snowpack model from our present imple-
mentation in PHANTAS.

By introducing a simplified scheme of air–snowpack
chemical interaction of bromine in their 3-D model of Arctic
bromine and ozone chemistry,Toyota et al.(2011) simulated
the occurrence of “BrO clouds” and ODEs with reasonable
success across the Arctic in April 2001. It was speculated that
the success of theToyota et al.(2011) model originated in its
empirical parameterization by which a majority of bromine
release on sea ice was associated with the dry deposition of
ozone. This is qualitatively consistent with our finding in the
present study employing much more detailed chemistry and
physics in the snowpack, as we also find here that a major
part of net bromine release to the atmosphere was associ-
ated with in-snow chemical processes mediated by ozone. It
therefore seems useful to pursue the feasibility of incorpo-
rating key processes in the snowpack physics and chemistry
from this 1-D model into large-scale 3-D models numerically
in a much less demanding manner.

Finally, although it was beyond the scope of this study,
wind-blown snow has been argued to be critical to the occur-
rence of high BrO levels in the polar boundary layer (e.g.,
Yang et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009; Frieß et al., 2011; Buys
et al., 2013). We note, however, that ODEs are observed in
the ABL at lower wind speeds more often than at higher wind
speeds. Although it is possible to explain such observations
by assuming blowing/drifting snow events that could have
occurred back in time of the air mass history, the present sim-
ulations indicate an efficient bromine release from snowpack
even without the wind-blown snow at least in the springtime
Arctic. As surmised byJones et al.(2009), direct bromine re-

lease from the surface snowpack could be a dominant source
of bromine at low wind speeds, whereas the wind-blown
snow could be far more effective as a bromine source at high
wind speeds. Physical frameworks adopted (albeit quite dif-
ferently to each other) in the models byYang et al.(2008)
andJones et al.(2009) were highly elaborated in describing
the physical processes of blowing/drifting snow, but they did
not come with the same level of sophistication in the descrip-
tion of chemistry. For a better understanding of this problem,
it is worthwhile to investigate the chemistry of wind-blown
snow and its link to ODEs by using a model of multiphase
chemistry as detailed as in this study for snowpack.

Supplementary material related to this article is
available online athttp://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/
4101/2014/acp-14-4101-2014-supplement.pdf.
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Appendix A

Analytical solution for wind-pumping ventilation in
snowpack

With a number of assumptions to simplify mathematical
treatment,Cunningham and Waddington(1993) (hereafter
CW93) derived an analytical solution from governing equa-
tions for 3-D Darcy’s flow within porous snowpack. Primar-
ily, (1) the shape of the snow surface (bumps) was assumed
to follow a bi-directionally sinusoidal pattern, and (2) micro-
physical properties were assumed to be uniform in the snow-
pack. Upper and lower boundary conditions were given by
pressure perturbations associated with a form drag against
surface winds over sinusoidal micro-topography at the top
of the snowpack (Eq. 18 in CW93) and the absence of air
ventilation across the impermeable bottom of the snowpack
(Eq. 14 in CW93), respectively. However, their analytical so-
lution did not properly account for the lower boundary con-
dition as dictated above, but corresponded to a snowpack (or
a firn) permeable to infinite depth. After reworking the ana-
lytical solution for the vertical volume flux (Vz) of ventilated
air (Eq. (26) in CW93) and averaging it spatially over the
horizontal domain of downward flow (which is balanced by
upward flow in the remaining domain), we have obtained a
corrected formula as follows:

V z =
6kρair

π µλ
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andz is the distance from the top of the snowpack,HSD is
the mean snow depth (= 35 cm,Warren et al., 1999; Sturm
et al., 2002), k is permeability (= 4× 10−9 m2, Albert et al.,
2002), µ is the dynamic viscosity of air,U10 is the wind speed
at 10 m height (estimated fromU2), h is the vertical ampli-
tude of bumps,λ is the horizontal wavelength of bumps in
the direction of wind, andαAR is the horizontal aspect ra-
tio of bumps so thatαAR λ gives the wavelength of bumps
perpendicular to the direction of the wind.

The form drag on sea ice, as dictated by the three parame-
ters,h, λ andαAR, in the equations above, results most likely
from a combination of primary roughness elements such as
ridging and self-organized snowdrifts created by the action
of strong winds (Andreas, 1995). The morphology of sea ice

is very complex and thus remains to be characterized ad-
equately for modeling purposes such as ours, but previous
field observations of sea ice micro-topography provide a clue
(e.g.,Sturm et al., 2002). Here we useh = 0.15 m,λ = 10 m
andαAR = 0.2, which we consider to be realistic to repre-
sent micro-topography on the first-year sea ice under windy
conditions.
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